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ADJOURNMENT.
TH)E COLONIAL SECRETARYI

moved that the House at its rising do
adjourn until Tuesday, July 18th.

Question put and pissed.
The House adjourned at 7-27 umtil

Tuesday, Julyv 18th.

Thursday, 6thi July, 189.9,

Papers premeeted-Question : Federation Bill, bow
Distributed to Blctrs -Question: Indentureof Aborigines, to Inquire-9uestion: Penal Com'-
mision and Recommendations - Snpremne Court
Criminal Sittings Bill, Saot rI' Criia Law
A mendment Bill, first reading -Re an ordered and
presented: hallway Rolling Stock, Rl nira Papers
ordered and jpresented: DaodMining, Reward
for Discorery-Beturn ordered: Government Liua-
bilities at close Of Financial Year-Papers. ordered,
Public Battery at Norsenwn-Address-in.Beply;
Pi1th Day of debate-Ad jouruiet.

THE: DEPUTY SPEAKER took the
Chair at 4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAkYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the PRIER: i, Report of Registrar

of Patents, etc., 1898; 2, Commonwealth
Bill as amended at Conference of Aus-
tralian Preiuiers, ordered on motion of
Mr. George.

By the MINISTER OF MINES:. Return
showing Expenditure, eta., in the working
of Public Batteries, ordered on motion of
Mr. Wallace.

Ordered to lie on the table.

QUESTION-FEDERATION BILL, HOW
DISTRIBUTED TO ELECTORS.

Mnli. IIJLINGWORTH (for MR.
VospaR) asked the Premier: r. What
means had been adopted for the distri-
bution of copies of the Federal Common-
wealth Bill. 2. What proportion of the
electors was known to have received copies
of the Bill.

THm PREMIER (Right Ron. Sir J.
Forrest) replied: i. One copy of the
Bill has been -already sent to each elector
in the colony, and another copy, plainly
setting forthi that it has been issued by
authority, is now ag-ain being sent. z. A
return showing the number of copies re-
turned from each electorate, as far as at
present ascertained, is attached hereto :

Number of Pamphlets rstunted from. various
Electorates (incomplete).

Electorate. No. on Roll. No. Returned,
Fremantle -. ... 538 .. 158
South Frema~ntle . 1,187 G 4
North Fremantle ... 86-1, . 133
East Fremnantle ... 820 .. 238
Yilgarn .. ... 471 .. 148
Coolgardlo......... 2,924 ... 1,704
Northam ... 615 ..-. 60
Yalgoo ... 210 ... 7
North Perth ........ 2,399 . 42
Dundas .. .. 571 . 49
Bunbury..........627, .. 21
Wellington .. 405 1.8I
Get-aldton .. 434, ,. 6
Plantagenet .. ... 386 ... 7
Ashburton...........57 ... a
Swan .. 857 ... 6
Toodyay .. .. 40G ... 7
Sussex ... .. 373 ... 5
Irwin .100 ... 3
North Coolgardie ... 1,306 ... 158

Other districts not yet returned.

QUESTION-INDENTURE OF ABORI-
GINES, TO INQUIRE.

Mn. LLLLINGWORTH (for MR.
Voarpn) asked the Premier, Whether
the Government intended to institute
any official. inquiries into the system of
indenturing aborigines, and into the
cruelties alleged to have been committed
upon natives in tile north-western por-
tions of the colony.

Thx. PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) replied as follows :-The Gov-
ernment do not consider that any special
inquiry is necessary, as the whole of the
north-west districts have for years been
settled, and the aborigines have long
since become domesticate, and live regu-
larly on the stations in the districts they
belong to.

QUESTION-PENAL COMMISSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS.

Mat. IIJTINGWORTH (for Mn. Vos-
PER) asked the Premier, Whether it was
the intention of the Government to give
effect to the recommendations of the
Penal Commission, in the form of legis-
lation, during the present session.
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THE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J'.
Forrest) replied:-It is not probable
that legislation can be attempted during
the present session of Parliament. Such,
however, of the recommendations as are
more str-ictly departmental will have
early attention. Some of the recom-
mendations have already been adopted,
and others are being dealt with, such as
" Classification." " Prison Regulations,"
" Enlargement of Cells," etc.

SUPREME COURT CRIMINAL SITTlINGS
BILL.

Introduced by the ATTORNEY GENERAL,
and read a first time.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

Introduced by the ATTORNEY GENERAL,
and read a first time.

RETURN-RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK,
REPAIRS.

MRs. SOLOMON moved:

That there he laid on the table of the House
a&return showing the number of railway trucks,
carriages, and locomotives at Fremiantle under-
going, and awaiting repairs.
As he understood the Minister of Works
had prepared a return he would submnit
the motion without comment.

Question put and passed.
THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC

WORKS (Hon. F. H. Piesse) said he
had had the return prepared, and would
now lay it on the table.

Ordered to lie on the table.

PAPERS-DIAMOND MINI.NG, REWARD
FOR DISCOVERY

MR. KINGS1\TLL moved:
That copies of all correspondence in con-

nection with the application for, and the
ranting of, the Rewrard Claim for the dis-

covery of payable diamonds at Nullagine be
laid upon the table of the House.

Question putand passed.
THE MINISTER OF MINES (Hon.

H. B. Lefroy) said he bad had the papers
prepared, and would lay them on the table.
He asked, however, that the papers
might be handed back to him after
perusal, as they were documents which
might have to be referred to in the de-
partmnent later on.

Ordered to lie on the table.

RETURN-GOVERNMENT LIABILITIES
UNSETTLED ON 30TH JUNE, 1899.

MR. SOLOMON moved:
That a return be laid on the table of the

Rouse, giving a detailed statement of afl
liabilities incurred by the Government up to
.30th June, 1899, and not settled during the
financial year ending on that date; also
showing with regard to each liability -,
Whether on Loan Account or otherwise; 2,
For which department Incurred; 3, For what
the liability was, incurred; 4, The amount.
This motion, he said, was not submitted
with any intention hostile to the Govern-
ment, but simply with the object of
ascertaining the true state of affairs re-
specting the revenue. At the present time,
in view of the Commonwealth Bill, it was
highly desirable that there should be
obtained the latest data on which to base
calculations as to the exact financial
position of the colony, and he felt sure
that there would be no opposition to the
motionl.

THE PREMIER :It would take two or
three mouths to prepare the information
as to all the liabilities of the Government.

KR'. SOLOMON: The motion related
only to the liabilities unsettled on the
30th June.

TIE PkEmiERi: But there were un-
settled liabilities in connection with great
works, such as the Coolgardie water
scheme and the Fremantle harbour works.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Whbat the member
for South Fremantle wanted to know was
what the Treasurer had pushed on to
July to increase the balance.

THE PREMIER: The assertion of the
member for Central Murchison (Mr.
fllingworth) was a wild one, and ought
to be withdrawn.

M. ILLINGWO~RH: No assertion had
been made.

THE PREMIER: The hon. member
made an assertion, and a dirty one too.

M R. GEORGE: The insinuation muade
by the Premier was unworthy of that
gentlemnain and degrading to the Chamber.
The Premier had no right to say that a
statement made by a member was untrue
or that it was " dirty." He (Mr. George)
believed he was within his rights when
he called upon the Speaker to protect the
dignity of the House and make the
Premnier apologise.

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER said he did
not hear the remark made by the Premier,
referred to by the member for the Murray.

[ASSEMBLY.] Liabilities unsettled.
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MR. GEORGE: Ron. members beard
the remark.

THs PREMiER, It was made noito voce.
THE DEPUTY SPEAKER: If such a

remark had been made it should be
withdrawn.

MR. SOLOMON (resuming): When
the Estimates came on for discussion last
year, certain information was required
with regard to liabilities unsettled at the
time of the balancing on the 80th of June,
and in regard to which mnemubers were
entirely in the dark. No information
whatever was vouchsafed as to the linan-
cial. condition of the colony in this respect.
In fact the balance sheet published at
the end of June ought to be prepared in
the same wa y as the balance sheet of a
private firm, and the unsettled liabilities
shown, so that the exact position of the
colony could be ascertained. It was not
necessary to use laboured arguments in
support of the motion, because the paira-
mount importance of such informnation
would be apparent.

THEi PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) : The hion. member had not ex-
plained very thoroughly what he wanted.
Was it to be understood that he meant
the debts due ?

MR. SOLOMON: Yes.
THE PREMIER: If the lion. member

meant the amounts due by the Govern-
ment for work done, but for which ac-
counts had not been sent into the depart-
ment for payment, then such infornnation
might be easily obtained. But there
might be a liability, for instance, on a
contract half performed.

MR. SOLOMION: Then the amount was
not, due, and was not a liability.

THE PREMIER: Surely it was a
liability.

MR. ILLINGWORTrH: It Was not a
liability.

THE PREMIER: If a contractiwere
Entered into, say at £10,000, and that
contract was half completed, the remaining
£6,000 unpaid was surely a liability.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Not unless the
work had been done.

THE PREMIER: it would be seen
that unsettled liabilities and accounts

-unpaid were different matters, and all
he could say in regard to this matter was
that he had issued no instructions in
regard to accounts not being paid. If
anyone had an account against the

Government, and camne to the Treasury,
the account would be paid, whether it
was at the end: of the year or otherwise,
and any insinuation to the contrary'
certainly' roused his (the Premier's) ire.
because that was not the way in which
hie was accustomed to do business.

MR. GEORGE: You might, at any rate.
be courteous.

THE PREMIER: The hion. member
for the Murray (Mr. George) might be
courteous and a good censor of members
of the BSouse; but the lion. member would
do well to be a little more courteous him-
self, and then perhaps his example would
be good for everyone in the House. The
lion, member for Central Murchison (Mr.
flingworth) dlid not complain of the
remark made by him (the Premnier),
because that remark was made sotto yore,
and perhaps the member for Central
Murchison was as much as, or more to
blame than himself, because he made
an aninoying insinuation, which per-
haps was not seriously meant. The,
member for Central Murchison and him-
self were desirous of extending to each
other the greatest consideration and
courtesy, and all that was desired now
was to know from the member for South
Fremantle (Mr. Solomon) what he really
wanted, because the Government were
quite willing to give all information.

MR. SOLOMON: Say, for instance, that
X1,000 had been spent, but not paid, it
would be a liability for work done.

THE PREMIER: The lion. member
meant outstanding accounts ?

MR. SOLOMON: Outstanding liabilities.
THE PREMIER: There would be no

difficulty in getting a return as to the
outstanding accounts not paid. But in
all the departments there were always a
lot of accounts that really the Treas urer
did notInow of. These might be accounts
that had been a long while coming
in, and when such accounts were delayed
too long they could not be charged in the
year's transactions; but if people sent in
their accounts it was very easy to get
them into the year's balance-shecet. If
that was all the information the hen.
member required there would be no diffi-
culty about it.

MR. SOLOMON: That was all.
MRt. LEAXT said lie understood that

the member for South Fremantle (Mr.
Solomon) wanted to know how much re-
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inained unpaid of moneys due for works
done during June. It was important to
hare this information, because the ace-
counts were miade up to the 30th June,
and it might be to the interest of the
Commissioner of Railways, the Director
of Public Works, or thie Treasurer, in
order to show a more satisfactory balance-
sheet, to defer payments until after the
end of the mionth. He took, it that the
return asked for would be useful as
showing more accurately what was the
true financial position on the 30th June.

MR. SOLOMON: That was it.
THE PREMI1ER: But there were debts

due to the Government too.
MRs. LEAKE: Of course, and nobody

denied that for a moment. It was only
at question of how much was unpaid on
the 30th June which ought to have been
paid.

MR. ILILINGWORTH said he was
very sorry that the Premier had com-
pletely misunderstood his interjection,
because it had led the Premier to sa~y
that which perhaps otherwise hie would
not have said. It was inevitable in keep-
mng the public accounts that the accounts
for one month should run into another,
and in the year's balance sheet it was
important to show what liabilities were
outstanding. For instance, there might
be a sum of .210,000 due to a contractor
for some public works, and the accounts
of that contractor might at the time of
the balance be going through the Trea-
sury. That would be a liability for the
year ending June, but it mnighit not be
paid until the 1st or maybe the 10th of
July; and what was wanted ait the end
of every financial year was that as nearly
aS possible the aictual position of the
public accounts should be laid before the
Honse.

TEE PREMIER: The Government were
allowed ten days after the close of the
financial year fo r the preparation of the
,accounts.

MR. ILL1RC+WORTH said hie had not
yet seen this year a statement of the
revenue returns, which was usually laid
before lion, members on the 1st of the
month.

THE: PREMEER: There were reasons for
that.

MR. ILLINGWORTR: Assuming the
Government were endeavouring to get
the- figures as accurate as possible before

the accounts of the Year's transactions
were issued, but while the Government
were obtaing figures as to the revenue.
the Houselso desired to know ats to the
Liabilities. If the Government took ten
days to collect special returns on the side
of revenue, and got no infonuation as to
liabilities, the returns were misleading.
What the lion. inenmber for South Fre-
mantle (Mr. Solomton) was asking for
was a return which would, once a year
at any rate, aive as nearly as possible an
accurate balaonce of accounts.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: It should be remembered that
there were also amounts outstanding due
to the Government; and to place all
these in the return asked for would mean
going into the whole question of public
accounts and involve a lot of work. He
took it that. the question was asked for a
certain reason, and that what was desired
was that the amounts outstand ingo due to
the Government should also be shIo.

MR. GEORGE: What was wanted in
this case was such at balance sheet ats
would be produced by a large commercial
firm, suitable for placing before bankers
if necessary. Mere details were not
asked for. In the case of contracts for
railway construction and other such
works, the department might hmold in
hand money due on a certificate, and also
money whi .ch hadt become due for work
done since the certificate was given; and
if departments were carried on in this
way, the balance presented in the Finan-
cial Statement up to the end of June

*would not show the real position, for if
there were a surplus it would appear to
be unduly large, whereas if there was a

*deficit it might appear less than would be
shown by the true position. A person
carrying on a large business, and not
showing his liabilities when making a
balance sheet, would appear to have more
assets than he was entitled to claim.

Mu. A. FOERREST: It was not clear
that this return would do any good if
produced, for all men engaged in at lar-ge
way of business knew it was impossible
to strike a balance of transactions up to
the very day of closinmg accounts, there
being always some outstanding assets and
liabilities. Members knew that the Gov-
erment must keep large deposit, receipts
in the hands of bankers, and it was
impossible for each department to close
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up its accounts in such a way as to show
the exact position as to assets and liabili-
ties at the end of the financial year. If
at the end of June the balance sheet
showed a little less or a little more tihan
the actuial position, the difference would
have to be accounted for in the balance
sheet for the next year. His own experi-
ence was that people who had accounts
owing to them were pretty prompt in
making a demand for payment, and hie
did not think any department of the
Government could owe much in this way
at the end of the Year. Even if it were
practicable to show the exact position
as required by the motion, still there
would be no real gain in showing that
the country was a little better or a little
worse than would be shown by, the
present system of making up accounts.

MR. SOLOMON (in reply): Large
financial institutions, having transactions
almost as large as those of the Govern-
mnent, were bound by Act of Parliament
to make up an acecp unt to a certain date,
and to show their assets and liabilities.
The Governmnent should do the same.

Tax PREMIER: We know all about
financial institutions and their accounts.
The Government were more particular
in that way than any financial institution.

Question put and passed.

PAPERS-PUBLIC BATTERY AT NORSE-
MAN.

On the motion of Mr. Gregory, ordered
that -all papers, correspondence, and
cablegramas in connection with the pur-
chase of the public battery at Norseman
be laid on the table.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
FIFTH DAY OF DEBATE.

The debate on motion for adoption of
the Address-in-Reply to His Excellency's
Speech was resumed.

7MR. GEORGE (Murray): Hon. mein-
hers must feel grateful to me for having
taken the course I did last night, in

moving the adjournment of the debate,
as I thereby secured them a good night's
rest, and gave them no knotty questions
to trouble them when they should be
otherwise engaged. The Speech of His
Excellency does not contain mnuch that calls
for criticism. The question of federation
will be thoroughly threshed out, and it is

unnecessary to say more about that at
present. In paragraph -5 attention is
called to the Coolgardie Exhibition, which
is stated to have been visited by 70,000
persons; but I think that instead of
70,000 separate persons, the number of
individuals actually visiting it would be
thirty to thirty-five thousand. I visited
the Exhibition, and I think those who had
to do with it ai-e to be congratulated on
the collection of gold specimens and gold-
bearing rocks shown there. But, as far
as anything else is concerned, the Ex-
hibition was about the most gorgeous
failure that could be shown in this
country, except as a means of depleting
an already depleted public purse. Para-
graph 7 deals with the mnuch-debated
qu estion of the Ooolgardie water scheme,
in regard to which we know there has been
some trouble as to the foundations of the
darn at Mundaring. I can synmpathise
with the Director of Public Works and
his officers on that matter, because I have
Undergone a similar experience in that
kind of work, and I know what causes for
anxiety, trouble, and expense may arise
from the uncertainty of the foundations
of a damn. I trust that what was reported
to us the other evening as to the expecta-
tion of the Engineer-in-Ohief is correct,
and that he is no longer anuxious as to the
security of the foundations of the dam.
Although last session I spoke against and
did my best to defer the carrying out of
that scheme, I then said that if it were
passed by the House it would be the duty
of every member to try and forward the
scheme to completion. Therefore Ithink
the Government in a way have been, as
usual, blessed with good luck in the fact
that they had placed the contracts for the
manufacture of the steel pipes before the
recentrise in price of material occurred; be-
cause, if theyhiad not done so, itis clear- that
for this year, and probably another year or
two, extra prices would have had to be
paid for steel required for the umu-
facture of those pipes, and that increase
of price would amount to a considerable
sumn. If that steel had to be purchased
now, they would have to pay 30s. to £2
per ton more for it titan the same mate-
rial could have been bought for twelve
months ago; and on a large contract re-
quiring some 90,000 tons of material to
be used, the difference in price would re-
present about £150,000, roughly. There-
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fore the Government have been fortunate
in escaping that increase in price. If
the contractors, Mfessrs. Hosk-ins and
Mr. Ferguson, had bought all their
plates, and if the Government are quite
assured that this is so, then the Govern-
ment and also those contractors are to
be congratulated. The persons whbo lose
by that increase of price will. be those
whbo manufacture the material, thoumh
whether they may make a profit or a loss
is not our concern. It is Our concern,
however, to be thoroughly satisfied that
the contracts have been made for this
material with firmis of satisfactory stand-
ing, and that the contracts so made are
thoroughly valid, and do not admit of
the slightest possibility of repudiation.
During the boom in iron and steel, in thle
years 1871-2-8, 1 was occupying the posi-
tion of buyer to one of the largest firms
in the South Staffordshire district en-
gaged in the irou and steel trade, and I
know the difficulty that was experienced
at that time by firms which had made
large contracts in getting them executed
at the low pr-ices ruling when the con-
tracts were made. Between September
1871 and June 1872, a period of nine
mouths, I saw marked pipes, which is
the standard of price for iron in England,
rushed from £7 per ton up to £216 per
ton, and those firnis which had been
fortunate enough in having made con-
tracts before this great rise occurred
found a consider-ale difficulty in comn-
pelling the manlufacturers to supply the
iron in accordance with contract at the
tow price ruling when the contract was
made. Therefore, I wish to impress
on the Government that they should
thoroughly satisfy themselves that coil-
tracts for these plates have been miade,
and made with firms which will not
be likely to repudiate their bargain.
There has been considerable trouble
with regard to the cement required
for carrying out this great water' scheme.
I understand that contracts were for-
warded for the supply Of cement, anld a.
certain brand was accepted: but after-
wards this brand proved tv be not of the
quality which it had been represented,
although it stood the tests. I ani in-
formed a considerable portion of this
cement has been imported and stored in
the colony, and I presum the Government
have paid for it. If that is so, and there

is not a satisfactory explanation in regard
Ito it, this will be a mnatter for the serious
consideration of the House. With regard
to the harbour works at Fremnantle, it is
not of much use threshing a dead dog. I
expressed my opinion last year that the
estimated cost of this work, namely
£800,000, hadl been -already exceeded; but

IwhenlIexpressed that opinion, the Director
of Pbli Woks tld e Iwas incorrect-

incorrect, I presume, as usual. At the
samne time, I believe the member for the
Miurray was more nearly correct than the
Director of Public Works; that is to say,
if we had full accounts of the work an~d
could understand hlow certain costly
items in connection with this work have
probably been transferred to the debit of
other works. I thoroughly understand
how easy it is to appear to keep) a certain
work within the estimate, if there are
various other votes to which the items of
expenditure can be allocated. At all
events, I an) firm in my opinion that it
will lbe found I was not very incorrect
when I stated last yeari that thie sum the
whole work was intended to cost had
been pretty nearly spent. 1 notice that
the Premiler'Is constituency receives atten-
tion again in paragraph 9, which contains
a proposal to erect a breakwater at Bunl-
bury, and I congratulate the premier on
the fact that the brade of the town

reursthis work to be constructed.
Proaly, I have never had any doubt

as to the necessity of making a proper
breakwater at Bunbury, and I trust that
the Government, if they have the funds,
will take tare to make a breakwater which
wvill be permanment. I notice also a great
redundancy of detail in connection with
a number of items of public works imen-
tinned in the Speech. If I supervise at
job, I do not want to know where every
brusliful of paint has been spread or
every nail has been driveni. It 'nay be
Said these Mtatters ar- introduced into
the Speech for purposes of record; but if
the Government want a permnnut record
of the work theyv have dlone in the twelve
months, let it be eiigravenl on tablets on
the walls of this Assembly, for hon.
mjembers to look at every time they feel
down-hearted. In paragraph 16 we are
told that the Royal Mint is open, lint
I think it would bie more interesting to
know how inuch gold has been coined.
I ain very anxious to see those West

-A88EMBLY.-: P fth day of Delwte.
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Australia sovereigns in order to ascer-
tain whether they will come a little more
easily in to my pockets than the ordinary
ones.

MR. MORAN: We ame all anxious to
see them.

MR. GEORGE : Passing on to para-
graph 19, 1 notice that there is a number
of Bills which Her Majesty's Government
intend to introduce, and there are so
many of them that I have grave doulbts
as to whether we shall ever see them
passed into law, ait a events during
tis session.

MR. A. FORREST: You will be he
till Christmas.

MR. GEORGE: Well, I believe the
country, would benefit if I were here till
Christimas, and I have not the slightest
doutbt it would also benefit if the hion.
member were absent till that date. I
should like the Premier to look throughi
this list of proposed Bills and to aisk
himuself whether he can, in decency,
request lion, members to swallow thie
statement that the wvhole of these
measures will be passed through this
House during the current session.

THE PREMIER: They are nearly aill
ready.

MR. GEORGEl: Yes; but the Premier.
with his experience of politics, knows

prfectly well that this large aid over-
whinig number of Bills is introduced

into the Speech simply to draw hion.
inembers on and on and on. until they
are almost worn out at the fag end of the.
session-as was the case during last
session and the session before-when a
few of the Bills wvill be rushed through,
having juLst the same amount of attention.
or rather inattention, paid to them ats
was paid to the Bankruptcy Act last
year.

MRs. A. Fonnsr: There is a Munici-
palities Bill coming down, containing
600 clauses.

MR. GEORGE: We knowv all about
that. I do not require the assistantce of
the bolt. member to make a speechi in this
House, and if hie will allow me I shall go
on with ily, remarks. Before proceeding,
I. shall ask the Premier if lie will do me
the honour to listen to me, andt not be so
intent on conversations writh his neigh-
bours, which, though they may interest
him, have no interest for the majority of
lion. members. I know it is useless to

ask for the attention of the Attorniey
General, because he cannot work of his
own volition: hie must have the Premier' s
mandate. Now that I have secured the
Premier's attention for a moment I would
ask him, and ask him, seriously- not
having secured the lion, gentleman's
attention, I will pause for a reply.
Having secured the attention of the
Premier, I should like to ask him
through the Chair whether, instead of all
these Bills, lie could not bring in just a
few, and let us get them passed. For
instance, there is the Bankruptcy Act;
and there is no mnore hnportant mecasure
required for the protection of honest
traders than, an amendment of the
Banktuptcy Act. I know it is almost a
hopeless task to get a Bankruptcy Act.
which will fit every, contingency and every
case; but we ought to get an'Act. whichi,
ait aill events, will not, like last session's
Banikruptcy Act, foster a whole host
of harpies whose business it is to
hunt around for impecunious men
with offers to "put them through " by
mens of compositions or assignments.
A few months ago some members of the
mercantile community joined together to
fight one particular case of this kind, for
deeds of assignment had been coming
down upon them, first one and then
another, until they (lid not know where
they were, or where they were likely to be.
The reason was simple. It was only
necessary for one of those trustees or
aecountants-I call themt harpies; the
vultures that fatten upon the refuse of
trade-to go round to an intending bank-
rupt, call his creditors together in a
private room, and there pass a certain
number of resolutions in a packed meet-
ig; aud the honest debtor to whom the
bulk of the money was owing was obliged
to take Is. or is. 6d. in the pound--
practically nothing.

IMR. A. FoRREST: In soutic cases no-
thing.

MR. GEORGE: Some of them got
practically nothing. And I appeal to
the right hion. gentlemnan, who knows
that this community, if it is to prosper at
all, must have its commerce placed upon
at sound basis ; and I say that, while we do
not wish to oppress or harass a person
who by mnisfortune, illness, or anything of
that kind, is brought down, we do say
that it should not be so easy to get ai man
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"whitewashed." We do say that in exist-
ing circumstances too many people can go
into trade on the principle of "heads T
win, tails you lose," without regard to
whether or not they can meet their en-
gagements. Then again, when are we to
get an Education BillP Why not let us
have it ?

THE PIVEMIEr: You have not passed
the Address-in-Reply.

MR. GEORGE: I hope it will not be
delayed till near the end of the session.
floes the Premier wish to pass it?
Is he sincere in the matter? I am afraid
he is iiot; for 1 believe T amr quite right
in saying that when the Education Hill
was introduced into this House last session
it was introduced with the definite hope
and trust that it would not be passed. If
it were not so, how was it that these two
debatable subjects-the religious question
and the question of payment for tuition-
were introduced for consideration in the
Bill last session? The Premier knows,
and we all know, that some three years
ago this House passed a resolution that
the education of the children of this colony
should be f ree, secular, anti compulsory.
Has he carried out the instructions he
received? Certainly not, because we find
ourselves to-day with an education ad-
mninistration wh~ich would be a disgrace to
any colony. We have children growing
up in the country destitute of education;
and why?~ Because of the red-tape and
the regulations of the Education Depart-
mnent, which will neither build schools
nor provide teachers, except in places
where there are at least twenty-four chil-
dren. I say that, even if there are only
ten, or even only eight, children in a
country district, those children have as
much right to be educated as our own
children here in Perth.

MR. MORAN: And even one child has
the same right to be educated.

MR. GEORGE: Undoubtedly. And
if the Education Department is not cap-
able of framing regulations and seeing
that all the children of the nation are
educated, the sooner we sweep it out of
the way the better. I notice that the
hon. member who is now Minister of
Mines, but who was formerly Minister of
Education, is smiling over a matter on
which one feels earnestly-a matter
over which, if he had felt earnestly, he

could have carried his Bill last year. He
said last year:

It is desired by the Government that educa-
tion in this colony should be made as free as
possible.
What did he mean by thatP Did he
mean absolutely free, or simply free
enough to suit the regulations prepared
by the department? I have seen some
letters written by the department to
schools in my district (thle Murray),
which are an absolute disgrace not only
to the men who wrote them, but to the
Minister who presides over that depart-
ment. I wonder whether hon. gentlemen
who become Ministers of the Crown
really understand that they are the ser-
vants of the people, or whether they think
they are the people's masters?0 The
House that does not bring such men to
book has not risen to a sense of the i-e-
sponsibilitv of its position. The Premier
has had a distinguished political career;
but I say, that unless he clears that blot
from his escutcheon, I am afraid his
nanme in the future will be mnore hated
than revered.

MR. MORAN :Poor old escutcheon!I
Mu. GEORGE: Last evening the

member for North-East Coolgardie (Mr.
Wosper) referred in a pleasant way to the
" truck " system; and with my usual im-
petuosity I interjected something about
it. I have been in this colony for some-
thing likec nine years, and was manager
of what was then, and I believe is now,
about the largest timber company in the
colony; and so far as I am aware,
there is no " truck " system in this colony,
Jn the sense in which the phrase is under-
stood in the old country. It is true that
a number of these timber companies keep
their own stores; but it is perfectly un-
true to say that the Jarrahdale Timber
Company-at any rate when I was man-
ager of it-compelled their men to buy
from the company's stores on penalty o~f
dismissal.

MR. VoSEps: I never said they did.
MR. GEORGE: I know you cid not.
A Mnxrs What about the Karri-

dale Company ?
MR. GEORGE: With the Karridale

Company I have nothing whatever to do ;
but I can any, with regard to the Jarra-
dale works, that no muan was ever ques-
tioned with regard to his store account,
uinless his debit balance was very large,
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and the amount coming to him in wages
was only nominal.

THE PREMIER: Was there any coin-
petition thereF

Mn. GEORGE: Yes.
THE PRMIERi: Were there other

stores',
MR. GEORGE: There were other

stores -not so many, probably, as there
are now. At the same time, it is not
right that such at statement should go
forth uncontradicted from this House
Unless there is absolute proof of its
truthi-that men are "sacked " for not
dealing with the different companies'
stores. If that can be proved, I will do
everything in my power to support die
hon. member in his attempts to reform
the system; but I do not think the

ttemrent is correct.
MR. VOSPga: You have onlyV ex-

onerated one company.
MR. GEORGE : I am speaking of time

company I know. Returning to the
Speech, there is at certain amount of land

legislation--taxation of absentees- which
it pers we are going in for. Well, I

say, , tax themn right away at once. If a
inan owns a lot of land in this Country,
and will ineithier use it himself nor allowv
other people to use it. put at heavy tax
upon him; because the only right the
State hats in the first instance to part
wvith its land is in virtue of the
implied contract with the purchaser that
he will rise it for his own benefit, and
will improve it for thme use of other
people. If he does not do that, he has
broken his contract; and I say the State
will act rightly in resuming thie land, and
I hope the Government will be strong
enough to do so. Last year there wvas a
considerable amount of correspondence in
the newspapers, and there were also some
leading articles-those articles which the
Commissioner of Crown Lands never
"inspires," but seeing to know all about-
in reference toi the Jarrahidale timiber
concession. The Premier was interviewed
in reference to this miatter, and apparently
was going to do at lot about getting ilie
concession. thrown open to selection;
but nothing has been done in the matter
since then, and it appears Unlikely that
an ,ything will be done. A fortnight ago
T wrote to the Premier on this subject;
but he has not had the courtesy to reply,
and apparnl hdosntcre to reply

to letters dealing with unpleasant matters.
It is a peculiar fact that the Premier can
give an interview to a newspaper repre-
sentative on this subject, but cannot reply
to a letter from a member of Parliament.
A representative of the Press can inter-
view die Premier, and, as a result,
write at long article ; bnt the letter
of a mnemb er of Pariianment is treated
with discourtesy and silence; and from
the facts I leave people to drawv their
own conclusion.

THE PREMIER: I sent the hon.
miember's letter to the department, and
I expect itiwill be replied to. I cannot
administer every department.

MR. GEORGE: I know that the
Premier cannot administer every depart-
Inent, but I know w'hat be can do, and
has done. He has got meinto a mness by
what must be at lapse of memory on his
part, in telling a representative of the
Press that he had never been approached
in regard to the opening of this Jarrahdale
timber concession. It is not correct that
the Premier hats never Ibeen approached
in that matter.

THE PREMIER: I never said I had not
lbeen approached.I

MR. GEORGE: It is reported in the
newspaper that yon did say so, and news-
paper reporters, who are intelligent
inen, and k-now their business, if the
Premier does not know his, do not
make mistakes in these interviews. Last
year I wished to introduce a deputation
to the Premier on this subject, but the
right hon. gentlemiani told me a deputation
was unnecessaiw' , as the mnatter was going
to be attended to). The members of the
deputation then went back to their dis-
trict, and now I have received a letter
drawing my attention to the recent news-
paper interview with the Premier, and
pointing out that in the district there is
a suspicion either that the deputation
brought back an incorrect message, or
that I told them a lie when the Premier
would rather not see them. That is the
position in which the Premier has placed
me.

THE PREmiR: We watproof of that.
MR. GEORGE: And yet the Premier

has the effronteryv to lectuire mne on cour-
tesy. The Premier should bie careful
in what he says to representatives of the
Press, and if lie is not cautious and sharp
enough to avoid telling those representa.
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tires what he does not desire to tell theim,
hie should not see them, but should
do as the Engineer-ini-Ch ief does, namely,
write a long account with five or six
explanations, and hand it over to the
newspapers. With such a. statement we
could pin the Premier down to his
utterances, and hie would not have an
opportunity of laying the responsibility
on the shoulders of poor unfortunate
scribes.

THE PREMIER: I do not remember the
incident.

Ma. GEORGE : But I remember.
Railways are mentioned in the Gover-
nor's Speech, but I find no mention of
perhaps the most important railway re-
quired in the South-Western district,
that is the Marradong railway, for which
there has been agitation for years. The
Commissioner of Railways knows more
about the sub~ject than I do, and he must
know that this line has been agitated for,
and that it is a necessary work. While
the Government are not to find funds for
the construction of this railway, they are
going to provide for the construction of
the Leonora railway, to which I will
refer later on. Last session I was, tin-
fortunately, absent from the House in
consequence of indispositiou; but I got
the member for York (Mr. Monger) to
bring the question of the Marradong
railway before hon. members. It was
agreed in this House that this railway
should be made by private enterprise, but
when the proposal reached the other
Chamber, of which we can only think and
dare not speak-, it got quashed. If a, pro-
posal for the construction of this line be
introduced this session, which I have
reason to know will be the case, I ask the
Premier not only to help in carrying the
measure in this Chamber, but to bring his
undoubted power to bear to that end in
the other chamber. If the Govermnent
cannot build this railway for want of
funds, they ought not to prevent its co'n-
struction b y persons who are provided
with the necessary mionety. The Leonora
railway is referred to in the Speech, and
the member for North Coolgardie (Air.
Gregory) has been good enough to give
me a few facts in connection with that
district. About a. year ago, in company
withi that hon. mieiber, 'l went through
the district which this proposed railway
will tap, and I amn fully convinced it is a

railway needed, and, what will suit the
Premier better, a, railway that will pay.
The Leonora line is required for
various reasons; and perhaps the most
important reason is that the water of the
Niagara darn, if the wonderful leak can
only 'be stopped, is wanted to run the
Menzies railway. I 'do net know what
has been done with the dami lately, but
hon. members may be surprised to learn
that the latest scientific engineering
method adopted there of stopping a crack
in concrete is to drive soft wood pegs into
it and trust to the water swelling the
wood. Any ordinary individual would
certainly think that a remarkable way of
stopping a temporary leak, because when
water swells the soft wood it is not likely
to close the crack, but rather to enlarge
it mnore and mnore, as indeed has actually
occurred, flow wide the cracks are now
I do not k-now, but what I do want to
know is whether there is more than one
pint of water in the dam at the present
tune.

MR. GREGORY: There are 121 feet,
MR. GEORGE: Then the crack has

not extended so far. No doubt the
engineer will go into this matter, and I
hope he will seud someone with a little
experience to see to the work, Such
work ought not to be entrusted to boys.
who are not old enough to have used a
razor, or whose only quafication is that
they belong to one of the "1 six families,"
though we have been told there are no
such families. I am told by the mneiber
for North Coolgardie that the gold return
from the Leonara district for April last
was nearly 6,000 ounces, and for May.
nearly 7,500 ounces. At the present tim~e
there are 190 head of stampers at work
in one part of the district, and about 85
stampers in another part, while an addi-
tional 100 head are in course of erection.
As soon as all these stamnpers are got into
working order there is very little doubt
the gold return from that district will be
quadrupled before long. Then there is
the fact, which I can verify from actual
observation, that there is very little
timnber for either firewood or mining pur-
poses in that district; and the conse-
quence is that, if the mines are to go on,
Collie coal or Newcastle coal must be
used-and in either case the railways
benefit--and the mnines must also take
jarrah or other timNr for the purpose of

[ASSEMBLY] -Rfth day qf Debate.
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providing mining props. There need,
therefore, be no anxiety as to whether
the Leonora railway line will pay. The
Minister of Mines last evening was, I
thought, very funny; in fact I am not
quite sure what to make of that gentle-
man. I remiember him a few years ago,
before he was a Minister, as a very quiet,
self-possessed gentleman, and the reverse
of cunning; but last night lie broke out
in a new place and got very indignant
and very funny, though it is difficult to
Say what hie got indignant about. The
hon. gentleman told the House that he
did not sit in his office but travelled
about the country, and that he knew all
about goldinining. If he does know all
about goidmining it is the greatest
marvel that he still retains office, because
it is difficult to understand why some of
the great mnining companies are not offer-
ing hMa a salary which would tempt him
even from the ease of the Ministerial
chair. I myself do not know all about
goldmining, and what little I do know
is sufficient to make me avoidl it.

MR, A. FORREST: That is a very good
thing for you.

MR. GEORGE : I think it is a good
thing for me. It might be thought that
I, as an engineer, would know how to run
a battery, bitt while I have a considerable
knowledge of machinery, I do not know
how to dothat. I hope the Minister will
not long occupy his present position, but
will give me an opportunity of succeeding
him, because if he can learn all about
gold-mining in twelve months, what
would the member for the Murray not
learn if he had a similar term of
office!

MR. MITCHELL: You Would go mad
properly.

MR. GEORGE : That is an inusma
tion. I did not say that the Minister Of
Mines was mad, but merely that he was
funny. I notice that the Auditor Gene-
rid hassa few words to say in regard to
the Mines Department.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: That is
ancient history.

MR. GEORGE: That may be so, but
it is no more ancient than the twelve
months in which the Minister has learned
all about gold-mining, even how to deal
with battery plates that have become
"sickened," although it is true the

Minister has not told us what to do

under such circumstances. The Auditor
General Says:

The cash accounts and other books con-
nected with this important department have
in like mnanner been examined.
It will be seen that the Auditor General
does not say anything about the accounts
being Satisfactory ; and it is a significant
fact that the Mines Department, which is
said to be so splendidly managed, is the
only department the Auditor General
passes with a discreet silence.

MR. MORAN: He does not say that the
accounts are not satisfactory.

MR. GEORGE : But the Auditor
General in dealing with other departments
does say whether the accounts are satis-
factory.

MR. MORAN: Hle leaves well alone.
MR. GEORGE: I notice that the Pre-

mnier the other day did a thing he had no
right to do, and for which he is liable to
prosecution. He is a, gentleman who
knows nothing about engines, and has no
certificate, but he actually started to drive
an engine at the Mint, and I am afraid I
shall have to ask the Engineers' Society
to loolk after him. I find the Minister of
Mines speaking of engine-drivers as if he
knew all about the work, and the Minister
may bie very clever; but I do not believe
that either mnyself or my business partner,
who has been 55 years at the trade, could
pass an exiamination as conducted under
the auspices of the Mines Department.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: I never said
T knew all about engine driving.

MR. GEORGE: Section -34 of die
Mines Regulation Act provides:

The said Board shall grant a certificate of
service to every person who furnishes to the
said Board satisfactory evidence that he has
been in charge of, and has efficiently managed
upon a mine, machinery worked by steamn, for
a period of twelve months prior to the applies.-
tin for such certificate, and such certificate
shall confer the same privileges as a certificate
for conipetency.
What does that mean ? It certainly does
not Provide that a man shall have 'worked
an engine, and it is on this point that the
Minister shows his ignorance. So far as
these words are concerned it might be a
lathe that is meant, because a lathe is
driven by steam power. The Minister
shakes his head, but I can only say that
he really does not know, and while I
pardon his ignorance I cannot forgive
his assurance.
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MR. A. FORREST: The Minister is not
supposed to be a professional man,

MR. GEORGE: Then why does the
Minister pretend he has the kcnowledge?

MR. A. FORREST: He never did pretend.
MR. GEORGE: My friend the mem-

ber for North Coolgardie (Mr. Gregory)
was most barbarously assaulted by the
Minister last night, in a tongue fight
which should never have taken place.

MR. A. FORREST: You say that, because
you have got one more Government sup-
porter over to your side.

MR. GEORGE: I am now simply
carrying out a pledge I gave at Menzies
twelve monthis ago.

MR. WOOD: You were not called upon
to give any pledge.

MR. GOROGE: It is very difficult to
deal with gentlemen who have never
served any time at all in connection with
a trade or business. The member
for West Perth (Mr. Wood) has
never had a systematic industrial train-
ing in his life, and the same can be said
of the Premier. If the Premier had had
-my systematic commercial training, lie
would not have made the blunders he has;
but as it is now the Premnier does not
know the a 1)e of commnercial life. At
Menzies last year the member for North
Coolgardie (Mr. Gregory) and iy
sell were interviewed by various engine-
drivers.

MR. A. FORRtEST: Why is the leader
of the Opposition not listening to von,
instead of writing?

MR. GEORGE: As I am not com-
pelled to answer conundrums, I shall not
notice that interruption. Whien at Men-
zies we were interviewed by a uwiiber of
engine-drivers, who showed uts a list of
questions which had been put to them mn
the examination test; and we found, as
will always be found where there is
not a properly constituted board, that a
lot of die questions were inly theoreti-
cal, such as a man who had been crammed
by an expert in a few hiours might be
able to answer, but such as practical men
could not be expected to answer. The
effect of this system has been that a
candidate who has answered these theor-
etical questions, when lie was put to
practical tests in the work to be done, was
seen to handle the brake when he ought
to handle the regulator. Such a case
actually occurred at Menzies. What

these drivers complain about is that
whereas a nian may be thoroughly
practical in the work hie would be required
to do, yet when lie goes before such
examiners as these he m'y have put to
him. some " tommy-rot " questions that
only a university graduate might be ex-
pected to answer. I ask the Government
to stop this system of examiination, which
may be well enough theoretically, but in
practice is found to prevent prac'tical and
capable men froni getting employment in
work which they are capable of doing.
The time is come when the Government
should consider what they are going to
do, not only with our Public Works
Depairtment, but with our Railways De-
partment; for the burden of managing
both these concerns is too heavy for any
one Minister to bear, no matter how hard-
working. or capable, or honest he may be.
The burden results in the Minister being
so oppressed and so harassed in his work,
that he cannot always be as cour-teous to
people or give as much time to them as
they would wish ; and only a few months
ago we saw the spectacle of certain
members of Parliament interviewing
the Commissioner of Railways and
Director of Public Works in Is
office, and saying things which they ought
to have been ashamed to say. A gross
injustice was done to the Minister in
charge of those two departments; and I
think the attention of the House and the
Government should be given strongly to
this matter, for the purpose of seeing
whether it would not be better for the
public works to be i-epresented in this
Rouse by one Minister, and to have the
public railwvays dissociated entirely fromt
political managemniit. It is not right to
expect that because a member of this
House has been fortunate enough to get
a few more votes than another candidate
seeking election in his constituency, there-
fore he must be loaded with the
responsibility of two departments of the
public service, each one requiring large
technical knowledge for its successful
mainagemnt. The railways, especially,
require a life-long training to carry them
on in a thoroughly satisfactory mnanner.

THE COmMrIssONEit OF RAILWAYS:
Those in charge of the railways have not
been interfered with.

MR. GEORGE: I am trying to defend
the Minister, who has been accused of
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having a "swollen bead"; and I am trying
to show that any man who is Unduly
harassed may be open to a complaint of
that kind. A further reason for separating
these departments is that we find the
Auditor General, every year, has some
complaint to make to this House in refer-
ence to the working of these departments ;
for lie either cannot get his vouchers, or
the depaxrments will not keep the accounts
in proper form, or will spend the money
in a nmner which the Audit Act, as
interpreted by the Auditor General, does
not allow. The whole question resolves
itself into the fact that the head of these
twvo departments has not time to give the
necessary attention to the administration.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS: I
have given too much attention, for him.

MR. GEORGE: I believe that either
of these departments would tax the ener-
gies of a Minister quite as much as he is
paid for, and as much as the country
ought to expect. The Auditor General's
report for last year contains his usual
complaints; and I think we have been
very Unjust to the Auditor General, for
he is placed in a position of trust, and
he takes what he believes to be the right
and proper course. This House receives
from him these reports, Year after year,
containing complaints against these
departments, and yet the House takes
no notice of them. I say that either
these strictures are not justified, and if
that be so the Auditor General is not
qualified for his position and should be
allowedI to retire on a pension, or these
strictures are justified, and we in this
House are betraying the country in not
taking the matter up. We have state-
ments that he cannot get vouchers ; we
ha-ve statements that, contrary to the
regulations under the Audit Act, pur-
chases are made by one or other of the
departments from persons other than
those who have contracted to supply the
particular materials for the year. I can
quite Understand why purchases have to
be made out of the regular course, mn
some instances; but these cases having
been pointed out to us, wve should put
the matter in a proper business form,
and if we do that, instead of having these
lamentations of the Auditor General pre-
sented to us, his reports may then
contain just sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of the Act, and just suff-

cient figures to satisfy members of Par-
liament. I know that some members
sneer at that gentleman, because he has
the courage of his convictions: but in-
stead of Sneering and ignoring him, as
some members do in following the lead
Of the Premier, we should pay proper
attention to him. In conclusion, as I
cannot deal with paragraph 26, not hav-
ing the -power to declare the session open,
I agree with paragraph 25.

MR. SOLOMON (South Fremantle):
I congratulate the colony on the improved
position resulting from the completion of
the various works which are enumerated
in His Excellency's Speech. I ami pleased
also to see that the financial position is
sound: but I should like to have seen a
return made up to the 30th June, or the
balance which is usually published of the
revenue and e11)enditure to the end of the
financial year, because that return would
have given some idea as to how the
colony stands. The second paragraph is
important, as it refers to federation,
which is a question requiring the gravest
consideration; and as no doubt, ullti-
mately, the Federation Bill will go to the

people, it is absolutely necessary that every
cluse in that Bill should be well digested

in this House. There is no doubt the
public feeling throughout Australia is for
closer union; but at the same time each
of the other colonies has taken care,
through its representative men at the
Conventions, to safeguard the interests of
the particular colony to the best of their
ability. Indeed, some of the cleverest
men in Autstralasia have been sent to
these Conventions, having studied the
question as to what is best for their par-
ticular colony; and we in W~estern Aus-
tralia should consider this question with
the same careful regard fo the interests of
our colony. In dealing with the Bill, the
fiscal policy will be that which principally
affects this colony; -and we should care-
fully consider what this colony will lose
by joining federation. It is with that
view I. have asked, this afternoon, for a
return to be made up to the 30th of June
showing the financial position, so that we
may have a correct basis for our calcula-
tions; because our calculations hitherto
have been based upon returns made up to
1898, and as we have sine had another
year's transactions, with a large revenue
and a large expenditure, we require now
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the latest particulars, for we are entirely
in the dark as to the basis on which our
calculations should be made in studying
the federation question. It is well known
tha~t railways will be among the principal
works taken over by the Federal Govern-
ment.

MR. MITCHELL: No.
MR. SOLOMON: I say, yes; there is

no doubt about it; and we have to
realise the fact that we are not like
the other colonies in regard to inter-
communication, for they have railways
running from one to the other, aid they
are in close connection; whereas our only
means of communication with the other
colonies is by water, and we must
consider the position we shall be in if our
railways are to be taken over and worked
by the Commonwealth. There will also
be the customs taken over, and I have
no doubt the Mint will he taken over
by the Conmonwealth ; so that these
are changes which should be care-
fully considered, and it will need
time to realise them in this colony.
It is unnecessary to go into the matter
now, but I am sure it will be found that
Western Australia cannot at the present
juncture join the Commonwealth. I
should like to refer to a small extract
from a Sydney newspaper, headed " What
was lacking in the Convention Bill," to
show the feeling in the other colonies
with regard to Western Australia. From
this it will be seen that nearly all the
other colonies look upon it as almost
impossible that Western Australia can
come in at the present time. The pas-
sage shows "how the old trouble arose":-

There can he no doubt that the whole of the
difficulties and the deadlock in the matter of
finanace arose from ignoring the necessities of
the Australian position. The Customs, the
duties, and the railways are inseparable.
Whether it is right or wrong to federalise
the debts and railways is another matter, but
our purpose is now to prove that they are
inseparable.
Now this is the part, of which I wanit lion.
members to take particular notice:

Take the debts, excluding Western Aus-
tralia, which cannot, it is now generally
admitted, as yet join in the federal compact.

MR. MORAN: What paper is that, Mr.
Solomon ?

MR. SOLOMON: The Sydney Daily
Telegraph. Passing that, IJam pleased to
think that the public batteries have been

fa success. There was, of course, con-
siderable (discussion with regard to these
batteries, and grave doubts were ex-
pressed as to whether they wvould meet
the requh-eainents of the fields; but it is

1pleasant to bear, especially from one hon.
member who has hal batteries erected in
his own district, that they are working at
a profit. That will be good news for the
country, and I see no reason why bat-
teries should not be erected in places
where they are likely to pay. With re-
gard to the Coolgardie exhibition, I had
the pleasure of visiting it, and was much
pleased with what I saw; at the same
time, I think it wvas a fatal mistake that
the exhibition was not held in Perth. I
fear the pecuniary result will not be any-
thing like what it would have been had
the exhibition been centrally situated, in
some place where the people could have
comec from all parts of the colony without
paying the heavy railway fares from Perth
to Coolgardie; .because the gold exhibits
would have given the people. more parti-
oularly those Of the Central and Southern
districts, some idea of the mineral wealth
of the colony. At present there appears
to be much ignorance as to what our
mines are producing, and if the people in
general had seen some of those tellutrides
which I saw at the exhibition, with their
40 and 60 ounces to the ton, I think
they would have been greatly surprised.
The Collie coalfields are rapidly progress-
ing, and although the coal is, perhaps,
not so good as we expected it to be, still,
I hope that, as the mines go deeper, their
product will prove equal to any imported
fuel. As a domestic article, I know front
my own experience that there is nothing
to beat the Collie coal, and that alone
will make it a great boon to the colony,
more especially if railway freights can be
reduced so that the coal can be taken to
places where wood is scarce, and where
there is a demand for it for household

purposes. On the goldfields it should
prove invaluable, and the reduction of
freights which I have suggested would
possibly create a larger demand than
the mines would at present be prepared
to supply.

THE CommissioYER 01F RAILWAYS:
The freight is at present very low--O1d.
per ton.

MR. SOLOMON: A great deal has
been said with regard to the Fremantle
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harbour works. I, for my part, think
the works are getting onl very well.
I never expected that the harbour
could be made in a (lay. It is anl
immense work when we come to think
of it. Of course, as time goes on
some difficulties may be encountered,
as I suppose there must be in all under-
takings; but, so far as the dlock, at all
events, is concerned, I hope that matter
wvill be lut in hand immediately. It is
absurd to think that large vessels comning
here, as they often do, out of repair,
should have to go elsewhere for repairs,
instead of being docked and attended to at
Fremantle, thus circulating money in the
colony, and encouraging- our own work-
M3en.

MRt. MORAW : You Fremantle men are
always worrying about docks .

MR. SOLOMON : I speak of this
because a " slip " has been constructed.
Bad that slip been successful, I should
have said nothing about it, but I think
it is well known that the slip has never
proved usef u] for the Purpose for which
it was intended. All the departmental
officers know that, from the Engineer-
in-Chief downward. However, I will
say no more about it, though at the same
time I hope no more money will be
spent on the slip, but that the dock,
which will be a great boon to the port
and to shipping, will be put in band as
soon as possible. It is pleasing to know
that so many new jetties are being con-
structed. In regard to stock--yards,
Owen's Anchorage affords a good example
of the success which has attended private
enterprise. The slaughtering-yards in
that locality are a grekt success, and
I hope the Government will be in-
duced to erect a general public abat-
toir on that site. Suich a general
slaughtering place would be most con-
venient to the public, for it is well known
that, even now, large numbers of stock
come uip to Perth by railway direct from
Fremnantle, so that the change would
make no difference whatever to the
meat supply of Perth. It is gratifying
to note that all the railways voted have
been completed, but I should like to ask
the Commissioner how it is that the more
railways we get and the greater the traffic,
the greater becomes the proportion of our
expenses to our income ? Some few years
ago, the working expenses of the railway

were something like 50 per cent. At the
present time, though we have more traffic
-we certainly have more lines-we find
that the expenses have risen from 50 per
cent. to 80 per cent-a difference of 30
per cent.

THE CormrrssroNuR oF RAILWAYS:
There will be a reduction to 69 per cent.
this year. I explained that matter last
year.

MR. SOLOMON: Possibly you did,
but it is the public who need the ex-
planation; it is for the sake of the public
that I ask for it. It is a pity that there
has been a hitch in the matter of the
Fremnantle water works, which have been
a boon highly valued by the town, and the
Government has already been thanked
for the work done. But at the same
time, it is highly desirable that something
should be done to neutralise the brackish.
ness in the water, caused by the influx of
the tides. I should also like to point out
to the Director of Public Works that the
Fremantle reservoirs are not enclosed;
anyone can throw a dead cat or a dead
dog into the water; and in a place like
Fremantle, where there are a11 sorts of
people, the danger of Sticb contamination is
great. This matter requires immediate
attention. I should like to know fromt
the Minister whether he intends to do
anything in this direction.

THE PREMIER: The reservoirs are
fenced in.

MR. SOLOMON: Ohi, the fence is
Useless.

THE Pnnrx: Is it an iron fenceP
MR. SOLOMON: No; a. picket fence.

I do not think it necessary to deal with
all the proposed public works seriatim.
I shall give the Government every
possible assistance in passing the various
Bills they maly introduce. These are
measures which should prove very useful
to the colony, and they will command my
very hearty support.

MR. MITCHELL (Murchison) : We
hear rumiours of wars, we hear of the
lion lying down with the lamib, and we
hear Mother Shipton's prophesies about
the coming of the milenium. We have
heard a great deal of talk about federation.
Concerning that subject I will say this
much, even though I run the nisk of
repeating what has already been said, so
that I 'nay have a chance of referring
to paragraph 2 of the Speech, which deals
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with the scheme of the syndicate which I
call " Messrs. G. H. Reid and Company,"
commonly known ats federation. Some
time ago, the bon. member for East Perth
(Mr. James) said he had no patience with
at man who never had the pluck nor the
honesty to confess that he was opposed to
federation. Well, I tell this House that
I, for one, am absolutely opposed to
federation for Western Australia, and that
on account of the geographical position of
this colony. We all know that inter-
colonial freetrade will follow federation.
The other colonies will open their ports to
us, and we will open ours to them;
but is there any one in this House
who will say that we can participate in
the advantage of that freedom of trade ?
I say we cannot, because we have nothing
we could send to the other colonies to
compete with them in trade. The mem-
her who has just sat down cannot have
read up the Bill very well, and in that
respect lie may be like myself and other
bon. members. Hie said that the Federal
Government would take over the railways,
but I have not seen any provision of that
kind in the Commonwealth Bill. As far
as I know, the Federal Government will
not take over the railways, although they
will take over the Post and Telegraph
services, defence, control of lighthouses,
and business of that kind. My own idea
is that, if we federate, Western Australia
will be ruiined as a colony or State, and
never be heard of as Western Australia,
any more. A great many people admire the
pluck and perseverance of Mr. Reid. but
there is nioldoubte that gentleman has an
idea of bossing the whole show when
the other colonies have placed their
necks in the noose which he has prepared.
Much has also been said in this discus-
Sion about parochialism, but is there any-
body who can Say that we will be less
parochiial when we get federation?

MR. JAMES: Yes, several people say
that.

MR. MITCHELL: I do not think we
will be any less parochial. We will not
only have our local Government, or so-
called Government-because, I think. it
will then scarcely be a Government at all
-but there will be inaddiion the Federal
Government, and also that apparently
innocent inter-State commission. So far
as Western Australia is concerned, I am
more afraid of the inter-State commission

than of the Federal Government. That
commnission would have the right to come
and meddle with our affairs, and I hope
the time will not arrive when we shall be
subject to such a body, which would
certainly be composed of persons who
have no interest in this colony. 'West-
ern Australia o-wns something like a
third of the continent, and Queensland
also owns a very large portion; and in
the Bill provision is made whereby
Queensland may subdivide into so mnany
States, and, as (he territory is subdivided.
each new State becomes entitled to six
senators. If such a concession is given to
Queenslantd, why should Western Aus-
tralia not be entitled to subdivide her
large territory ?

MR. JAMES: No doubt we could sub-
divide.

MR. MITCHELL: Subdivision would
not make much difference in regard to the
number of representatives, but it would
certainly make a difference in the number
of senators. Many of those who advocate
federation ask people who are opposed to
it to prove that this colony would lose
anything by union. But we all know
that to thoroughly prove a constitution it
must be tried, and the worst is that if we
once adopt federation we cannot go back
again, but must remain at the tender
mercies of those who will dominate uts in
every respect. The Premier, when repre-
sentinig this colony at one of the Con-
ventions, said he would have all his time
cut out to persuade the people of Western
Australia to join federation; that he
could not hope to show this colony could
gain anything by the union, and thiat all
he could hope to do was to show the
people that they would lose nothing. I
wonld like the Premier to be able to show
Its now that we shall not lose anything by
federation, because I have never heard
anybody make such a statement.

MR. JAMES: Show us where Western
Australia will lose by federation.

MR. MITCHELL: I believe we will
lose by federation.

Ma. JAMES : Show uts where.
MR. MITCHELL: I have just told

you that in order to prove the effects of
federation we must try federation, and
that when once we try it we cannot go
back. And why should this colony fede-
rate when we are getting on very well as
we are? Our debt is a mere trifle corn-
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pared with our resources. We only owe
something like £1 0,000,000. and what is
that in comparison with our resources ?
It has been said that our debt per head
is more than that of the other colonies,
but this I emphatically deny. I think it
will be found that the debt per head of
this colony is something over £-2 10s, less
than the average per head of the other
colonies, with whom we are asked to fede-
rate.

MR. ILr.INawoxRn: That is not correct.
MR. MITCHELL: I am judging from

infornation which I have received, hut I
ask the hon. member when he has a chance
to disprove my statement if he can. I
would also say that we pay a quarter per
cent. less for the money we have borrowed
than the average interest paid by the other
colonies.

MR. ILLINoWOnm:. That is so.
Mn. MITCHELL: A great deal has

been said about our debts, but what I
have said in regard to them I amn quite
prepared to prove to-morrow morning.
What has our position been for the last
six months ? The revenue has, as far 'as
I can judge, exceeded the expenditure by
something like.£50,000; and why shoud
we want to federate uander these circumi-
stances ? I hope the time is far distant
when we shall foolishly put our necks
into the noose prepared for Lis by the
other colonies. I am pleased to observe
that the question of women's franchise is
to be brought forward. I have always
been opposed to that movement, and
fancied that even if ddinestic misfortune
overtook me, and I was induced to enter
the matrimonial market, I wouild still be
averse to this extension of the franchise.
I have always. thought that the women of
the colony, generally speaking, do not
want the franchise; that, in fact, it was
onaly wanted by a. few of the "1new woman"
type.

Ma. JAME13: What do you mean by the
new %votanP

MR. MITCHELL: I am not a good
hand at definition but, if I were called
upon to define the new woman I should
say that she wishes to assume the
breeches, while retaining all the rights
and privileges of petticoats. There is
another type of 'woman in America. of
whom we hear. We read that there a
woman has suggested a, law prohibiting
k-issing; but I imagie there must be

something of the I"Ifox and the grapes "
about such a proposal. It is probable
that her general appeaance and other
attributes do not bring to that lady those
little perquisites which her happier sisters
attract, and her proposal would seem to
have been made on the ground that, as
she could not have any kisses herself,
she would prevent anybody else having
them.,

MR. JAM E-: Do you find that women
like kissing ?

Mn. MITCHELL: Perhaps the hon.
member knows mome about that subject
than I do.

MR, Ji~rxs: Why do you talk about
the " fox and the grapes " if you know
nothing about the subjectP

Ma. MITCHELL: All I can say in
reply to the hon. member is that as the
rooster among the -franchise hens, he ought
to know more about this subject than
myself. I now come to the most serious
part of the federation question, namely,
the proposal for a referendum. The
referendum is not an accepted policy
amongst English people, but I can see
that we may probably have to come down
and resort to such a method. I do
not say for a moment that the present
Parliamaent has the right to deal wholly
and solely with this great question, which
muvst be referred to the people. But.I
confess I am somewhat in a plight on
this matter. In the first instance, I ant
opposed to federation, and in the next
instance, I am in favour of the referendum
under certain conditions; but I certainly
would make those conditions before the
question goes to the people. There ought
to he some provision for a residence
qualification for voters under the refer-
endum, and a man to vote on this great
question should have resided in the
colony for at least three years. I do not
think that any man has a right to vote in
favour of handing over the affairs of this
colony to others, until he Las been here
that length of time.

MR. JAMES: Why not make. it 14 years,
as in the Transvaal?

Ms. MITCHELL: That is not neces-
sary, and, in any ease, I think the hon.
member is wrong when he says that
President Kruger ever imposed such a
qualification. In addition to the residen -
tial qualification, a. minimum majority
should be stipulated for, and that ma'jority
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ought to be at least three-fifths. Speak-
ing figuratively, it might happen that 100
people would vote for federation and 99
people vote against it; and would it be
right that the destinies of this e;olony
should be handed over to the tender
mercies of unknown powers, by a bare
majority of oneP We never hear of a
man being hanged by a bare majority,
and we shouldl certainly try, as I shall
try, to have a minimum majority fixed as
necessary to the carrying of the Bill. If
any hon. member will read the Common-
wealth Bill and refer to section 34, he will1
there find. it provided that no person
shall be eligible for election as a repre-
sentative or a senator -unless he has
resided in the Commonwealth or in one of
the States for three years; and the same
disability I think should attach to voters;
in this colony as to the acceptance or
otherwise of the Convention Bill.

MR. JAMES: That is the disability of
the foreigner, who under the Federal Bill
can be naturalised after three years' resi-
dence.

THE PaRnngi: He must have resided
somewhere in the Oomnionwealth for
three years.

Ma. JAmos: The federal constitution
is most reasonable on that point.

Mxu. MITCHELL. There is no mian
who -would get up in this House and say
he was not a home ruler or did not wish
to control his own affairs; but directly
we join federation we give over our inde-
pendence to a power of which we know
nothing. We might do good work for
true federation in trying to bring about
a better understanding between the people
on the goldfields and those in the coastal
districts. Those two sections of the com-
munity are too little known to each
other, and there is too much jealousy be-
tween them, and if a better.- understand-
ing could be brought about, we would not
hear so much in favour of federation
with people who perhaps may never come
to this colony, and who care no more
about our affairs than they do about
affairs which they have never seen nor
heard of. I 'have just been up to the
goldfields, and I heard the people there
remark that those on the coast do not
desire to do anything for the benefit of
districts up country, hut I think the
goldfields people are very much mistaken,
and that they are just as much to blamne

as those on the coast for the estrange-
ment which apparently exists.

At 6.80 the DEPUTY SPEAKER left the
chair.

At 7-30 the DEPUTY SrnEuE resumed
the chair.

MR. MITCHELL (resuming) : I was
referring to Clause 34 of the Common-
wealth Bill, and it has been said over and
over again that this Bill is one of the mast
democratic that has ever been brought
before the people; but on looking through
this clause I do not consider it is alto-
gether democratic, for it provides that any
English-born su~bject has to reside thr 4e
years within one of the federated States,
before lie can be eligible for election as a
senator or a representative. It also pro-
vides that no alien can be a representa-
tive until hie has been naturalised
here, for at least five years. I do
not understand exactly what democracy
means, but I am sure there is not much
democracy about that. With regard to
the women's franchise, I believe that if
these good creatures were favoured with
the franchise, they would vote ahmost
straight against federation ; and, holding
that opinion, I would disregard imy per-
sonal opposition to the granting of this
franchise, and say I would give them not
only one hut two votes; because, of the
two evils, federation is the greater. Re-
ference is mnade in the Speech to the Mint.
and if we refer to the Commonwealth
Bill we find that no State, after joiniing
federation, will be allowed to coin money.
We have spent about £260,000 on the Mint
in this colony, and if we are not to be
allowed to gain any benefit from that, and
cannot work the Mint after we federate,
then what is the good of all that expendi-
ture? I spoke on this subject to my
constituents at Northampton recently,
and one elector suggested that if we
were not allowed to 'tese the Mint after
this colony Joined the Commonwealth,
the best use for it would be to make it
an asylum for putting in those mad
people who voted for federation. I
suggested that there might he a dis-
ability about that, because the number
would probably be so great that the
building could not hold them. The
Coolgardie Exhibition is referred to in
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the Speech, and I was one of those who
attended its funeral. The Exhibition has
lived a respectable life, it has been buried
respectably, and I an delighted to hear
that it is likely to have a respectable
resurrection in Perth, where it is sug-
gested that the principal exhibits should
be shown before they are sent on to
Paris. It is unfortunate that the Exhibi-
tion was not held originally in Perth
instead of Coolgardie, for although I feel
a respect for Coolgardie, and consider
that the Exhibition promoted there has
been a great credit to that place, and was
an agreeable surprise to myself and
others, yet when I was going there last
week I met a, friend, who said, " They*
are closing it pretty quickly, they are so
afraid of someone stealing the exhibits."
I said, " Can they be carried away in a
carpet-bag F" And he replied. " Yes,
very nearly." Before going up, I had
heard that kind of gossip; but I was
agreeably astonished when I reaclied
Coolgardie and' saw what a creditable
Exhibition had been arranged them. I
hope the Government will take care to
send a really suitable person in charge of
the principal exhibits, when they are sent
on to Far-is. In conclusion, aflhoughi I
disagree with some items in His Excel-
lency's Speech, I have pleasure in
supporting the adoption of the Address-
in-Reply.

MR. WALLACE (Yalgoo): The first
thing in the Speech attracting iny atten-
tion is paragraph 2, referring to federation,
and I would like to explain my attitude
as one who voted for the amendment on
the Address-in-Reply. It was distinctly
understood by myself that the amendment
would not be a party one, and that on the
main question each member would have an
entirely free hand. Those of us who sup-
ported the amendment saw that the Speech
dlid not promise that the Federation Bill
should be referred to the people at an
early date, and we felt it our duty to sup-
port the amendment for getting the Bill
referred to the people. I can say that
tme members who voted for the amend-
rnunt are not ashamed or surprised by our
defeat, for we knew that when the Pre-
mier announced to his supporters that the
amendment would be treated as a want-
of-confidence in thme Government, the
effect would be that the amendment must
be defeated by the Government majority.

THE PREMIER: I do not think I told
them that. The member for Albany said
it first.

MR. WALLACE: When the Premier
gave that forth, we fually realised our posi-
tion, for we knew that the supporters of
Government, who had always been loyal
tolhni, would support himontatoccason.
We have an instance in the most able

imnmber, I will venture to say. sitting
upon the Government side of thie House;
for that gentleman, the member for Cool-
gardie (Mr. Morgans), at a dinner given in
Coolgardie to the Premier somne few weeks
ago, alluded to the Premier as his leader
-[Mr. MORG&NS: Hear, hear] -and was
proud to say hie was one of the Premier's
humble followers, and would continue to
follow the Premier no matter what the
right hon. gentleman's policy might be.

MR. MORGANS: I never Said that.
MR. WALLACE: Pardon me; the

newspapers said so, and I place great
reliance on newspaper reports.

THE PREMIER: Do not rely on them
too much, -or von will occasionally be
deceived.

MR. WALLACE: Knowing that the
Premier was supported by such loyal
men, wve Opposition members went to at
division on the amendment with a full
knowledge that we were going to be
defeated, and we took our defieat with
great satisfaction. During the (division
we sat on the opposite side of the House
without any fear or shiame, and we look
with confidence to our constituents, know-
ing that we have dlone our duty to the
electors of the colony. I see some refer-
ence in the Speech to the Commonwealth
Bill, as amended at the Conference of
Premiers held in Melbourne in February
last, "copies having been forwarded to
every- elector in the colony." That cer-
tainly is newVs to me.

JAR. Ittmo4WOxns: I have had six
copies.

MR. WALLACE: Since reading the
Governor's Speech, I have learnt that a
firm of drapers in this city issued copies
of the Commonwealth Bill; but these
were treated by the recipients in the way
that such literature is usually dealt wvithi,
and were passed unopened into the waste-
paper basket.

THE PREMIERs: The recipients could
not tell what the circulars were till they
opened them.
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MR. WALLACE: No; but you can
form a good idea of the contents of a
missive when you see an advertisement
on the outside of it; and therefore the
copies of the Bill wvere, by many people.
consigned at once to the rubbish-bin
without examination.

THE PREimIE: That wasi unfortunlate,
I wvill admit.

MR. WALLACE: I earnestl ' hope
now, notwithstanding the failure of the
strong appeals M~ade to the Premieorlby
the member for Albany (Mr. Leake) and
the member for Central Murchison (Mr.
Illingworth), that the right lion. gentle-
man will announce whether it is his
intention to send tile Bill to the people.

MR. MORGANS: He has already pro-
mised to do so.

MR. WALLACE: The Premier has
said bie will not give us any infornation
on the subject; but we have had an
answer from thme member for Coolgardie.

THE PREMIRn: What is that ?
Mu. WAILACE : That it is the inten-

tion of the Government to send the Bill
to the people.

THE PREmDJRt: You must have been
absent during the discussion.

ME. WALLACE: No: I distinctly
hieard the Premier say that he would not
give the information just yet. I hope
that when he has decided to send copies
of the Bill to the people, they will not be
sent out in the form of drapery adver-
tisenients.

THE PREMIER: We have sent out a
fresh lot of copies.

Mu. WALLACE: I take the Premier's
word that he has sent out copies, alid
that they do not bear any patent medicine
or, draperyv advertisements, or anything
of the sort, to imperil their reception.
Having satisfied myself that the Govern-
ment intend to comply with the wishes
of the Opposition expressed in the amend-
ment which was lost, I can now pass on
to paragraph 4 of the Speech, referring
to the establishment of public batteries;
and theme is no paragraph in the whole
document which gives me greater plea-
sure to read than paragraph 4. It
has been the subject of severe criticism
from various members, but I will venture
to say that if due consideration were
given to the question, these criticisms
would not be heard. I would ask those
membhlers who have criticised the erection

and the management of these batteries,
whether similar misfortunes have not
befallen batteries erected by private enter-
prise?. It is stated in the Speech that
1owing to insufficiency of water and

the isolation of the locilities where the
batteries have been erected, considerable
difficulties have been experienced." And
the member for East Fremantle (Mr.
Holmes) said that the question of water
supply should have been decided before
the batteries were erected. I agree with
him there, and cannot excuse the Govern-
nieat on that point, because thley' had thle
benefit of the experience of those fields on
which batteries had previously been
erected, and in spite of that, the Govern-
mecat erected their batteries first, and
prospected for water afterwards. And I
think that on reference to the papers
Laid on the table to-day, it will be seen
that the cost of procring water for some
of those batteries has been very much
greater than hon. members will care to
hear, but the public have been clamouring
for batteries in various places, and I am
sorry to say that the Minister has given
way too much tothe public. In deference
to public clamour hie has allowed those
batteries to be hurriedly removed from
one place to another, and now the public
turn round and heap upon the Govern-
nent every possible forn of condemna-

tion. But, after protecting thle Govern-
inent to this extent, I at the same time
wish them to recollect that they have
been guilty of a very great fault. They
took this maitter in hand knowing the
difficulties surrounding the erection of
batteries, and I blamne them for not
having selected their own sites, giving
due consideration to the nature of the
district. I think, had thle sites been
selected by the department, the cost of
procuring water would have been in
many cases reduced by one-half, sand the
public in the end would have been sudis-
fled just as well as, if not better than,
thy are now. There was all inistance iii
my ow itit. The first mention of a
battery for my district took thle form of
an offer by some prospectors to purchase
from the Government a battery on terms;
that led to the proposal for the establish-
ment of a public battery. A site on
which there was a pernanent shaft of
water was recommended by these pros-
pectors, but the Minister of Mines
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allowed a, few business men to interfere,
and, after spending nearly, £200 on
excavations, and putting the prospectors
to the expense of getting timber to sink
their water shaft in order to conserve
sufficient water, the Minister allowed
these few business men to persuade him
to remove the battery a distance of some
three or four miles, to the site of an old
and abandoned water shaft; whereas,
had the Government kept the battery on
its first site, they would have saved per-
haps -0700 in the matter of water supply,
they would have bad just as much crush-
ing as they have to-day, and they would
have satisfied the people quite as much
ats they have.

MR. A. FORREST: Who got the battery
shif ted ?

MR. WALLACE: Some of the busi-
ness people at Yalgoo, and that is what I
want to point out. Though I have pro-
tected the Government by saying that
they gave way to public clamour, still,
they cannot come here amd throw the
blame on the people. I say that the Gov-
ernuient might well have mnet the peo-
ple in any reasonable way, but when they
knew the difficulties of getting water,
particularly on the eastern goldfields
where the water is scarce, might not the
departmental officers have used their own
judgment in selecting sites'? Had they
done so, we should have had much less t o
say on the question at the present time.

THE PREM~iER: I think, a local com-
mittee selected the site at Yalgoo.

MR. WALLACE: The Minister of
Mines undertook to change the site with-
out any reference to the member for the
district. It was done almost without my
knowledge.

THE PRE3UER: Was there not a, pub-
lic meeting concerning it ?

MR. WALLACE: I admit there was
at public meeting, but the member for the
district was in Perth at the time, and I
think the Minister of Mines might have
extended a Little coui-tesv to die member
by asking him for his views. But, when
the member returned to the district, he
found that the battery was in course of
removal to a distance of three miles, at an
additional cost of little less than £400,
while the change of site will not increase
the output of stone nor the receipts of the
battery. I am~ pleased to see that more
public batteries are to be erected, and I

Ihope the Governent will recogniise, that
Ithe number of batteries now running-
*nine-is more than the present staff of
*officers can be expected to attend to; and,
though there is a competent, practical
man at the head of affairs, I trust the
Minister recognises the necessity of giving
him the assistance requisite for the effi-
dient supervision and working of the
proposed new batteries. The member for
North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper)
alluded to the inability of the staff to
supervise this large number of batteries.
That statement is quite correct, and will
be confirmed by anyone who understands
the subject. I hope therefore the Govern-
ment will not imperil the success of the
work for the sake of saving another man's
salary. Of course I have been told that the
department recognise a good man when
they find one, and pay him accordingly,
and I know they have some men in the ser-
vice with whom no fault can be found-
practical men, not only capable of financial
manament, but conversant with the
working of machinery and with mining.
The statements I asked for at the begin-
ning of the session have been laid on the
table to-dayv, and I have learnt the cost
of treatmeniit of the ore, and the ton-
nage, and the number of stamps at the
various batteries. It appears that the
average cost of crushing, taking the whole
of the batteries, is l5s. 2d. per ton. This
shows that the department have overcome
the difficulties with which they have had
to contend. The statement shows that
whereas under previous management the
cost of cushing was ats high as 29s. per
ton, with the present efficient manage-
ment it has been reduced to about 18s. 3d.;
so, taking that into consideration, I think
we axe quite safe in leaving the manage-
ment of these batteries in the hands of
the Mines Department in cases where the
batteries are well situated, and where the
stone is rich. But I should like to sug-
gest to the Minister of Mines that some
consideration be given to districts where
the ore is poor. I suggested to him some
two years ago that the charges should be
arranged on some sort of a sliding scale.
In many' districts where batteries are,
there is plenty of stone which could be
profitably crushed at the batteries and
give work to at number of men, if a
minmniwn charge of 10s. and a maximum
charge of 20s. were made, with Is. per
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ton extra for all returns over 10 dwrts.
On the statement laid on the table this
evening, I venture to say that, on an
average, the department wvould get 15s.
a ton right through, if these maximuma
and minimum chiarges were made. There
aire one or two little matters of detail in
connection with the batteries that I had
intended speaking to the Minister about
in his office, but it will not be out of
place to mention them now. Some of the
managers of the batteries are very niuch
hampered by the mode they have to adopt
in the payment of their men. The
manager of the battery in my district has
to apply to the warden for the money
with which to pay the employees, and the
warden gives hini one large cheque for
the full amount. As the manager has no
bank account at Yalgoo, lie has to send
that cheque away to G-eraldton, and in
die meantime, if some of the men, as is
frequently the case, want to go away, ap-
plication has to be made to the local store-
keepers to finance the manager until the
money comes from Geraldton. That
surely is at matter which could be arranged
in the Minister's office, but while on the
question of batteries I thought I would
mention the fact in order to put on the
alert other members with batteries mn
their districts. Such a state of affairs is
a serious handicap on the manager, and
places himi in a very awkward posi-
tion.

THE PREMIER: Cannot the warden
supply money.

MR. WALLACE: No.
THE PREMIER: I think the matter has

been arranged by giving the warden so
much cash.

MR. GEORGE: Why does the Minister
of Mines not reply ? Is this money not,
paid by his department?

THE PREMIER: NO; by die Treasury.
Mn. A. FORREST: Why dloes the

manager not give his own chequer
MR. WALLACE: It is not desirable

that the manager should finance the
affair any more than that the storekeeper
should.

THE Pinsmmn: The warden pa~ys the
money.

MR. WALLACE: Yes; but there is
the resulting inconvenience, and the pre-
sent state of affairs gives room for criti-
cism, in avoiding which I wish to assist
the Government.

THE PREMIER: Thle difficulty has been
settled, so far as Yalgoo is concerned.

MRt. WALLACE: If so, it has been
settled since I tame to town. Then, at
Yalgoo, we have to take Government
cheques in payment for various accounts.
The gold from the battery is, according
to instructions-though f do not know
whether those instructions came from the
Minister or not-is lodged wi4th the
warden, and when people go to the
warden to release the gold, lie will not
take a cheque.

A MEMBER: Quite right.
Mu. WALLACE: It may be quite

right; but why should we be obliged to
take Government cheques if the Govern-
nient will not take our cheques, or when
thme Postal Department, for instance, will
not take the cheques of the Works De-
parbuient at Yahgoo. The papers laid on
the table by the Minister to-night, give the
information I asked for, although I should
have liked a little more detail set forth.
As to the keeping of accounts. I would
bring uinder the notice of die Minister a
system which has been adopted by sonic
iniing companies, and tinder which

is set forth every detail of expendi-
ture, from that on at packet of tin
tacks to a crank shaft. If such a system
were adopted by the department members
of the House could ascertain exactlyv
what was being coinsumed and what was
the stores were comprised of. This sys-
tem adopted by some of the local mining
companies is a beautiful system, tinder
Which, as I say, every detail of expendi-
ture can be ascertained in ant instant. I
cannot of course crtiis the system of
accounts in the department, because I
have not seen it, but die system I have

rfrred to strikes me as one eminently
suited for the purpose. Had I known of
that systeni when I put these questions
to the Minister I should have asked for
much fuller information, although what
information I have is perfectly 1 satisfac-
factory to mec. Tile Minister of Mines
has admitted that the public batteries are
not being run at a loss, and I amn just as
proud of that fact as the Minister bini-
self. But I hope the Minister will con-
sider the system of a sliding scale whichl
can be adopted in many districts with
considerable benefit where there are poor
class ores. I know the Minister has his
own views in regard to the Yalgoo public
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battery. I have never attempted so far,
but I am going now to attempt to after
the opinion of the Minister in regard to
the public battery' at that place. The
Minister is one who listens to opinions
from everybody and from every direction.
From a remark made to me I am satisfied
that the conduct of the Mines Department
is influenced by certain statements made
to the Minister in connection with this
battery-that the Minister believes, as he
was told by a gentleman introduced to
him bv the member for Central Mlurchi-
son (Nfr. Tllingworth) that this particular
battery is a "white elephant " and the
laughing stock, of the country.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: No.
MR. WALLACE: This gentleman ad-

mnitted that was the opinion of the
Minister. Now we have at Statement
from the Minister which stows that at
the Yalgoo battery the cost of crushing
is 12s. Ild, per ton, while the depart-
mnent receives 15s. per ton from the
owners of the stone. This is the. only
five-head battery in the colony, aind I
believe it is called " Wittenooin's coffee
mill." It is a new kind of mill known as
a Unit battery, and, when one takes into
consideration the time lost in cleaning up,
and that it is only a five-head apparatus,
and compares the quantity of Stone pit
through it with the quantaty put through
other ten-hecad batteries, the conclusion
must be arrived at that the Yalgoo
battery stands foremost amongst the
batteries of the colony. No doubt the
b)attery has had broken time, and has met
with accidents like other machinery, but
calculating that broken time the battery
has done wonderful work. I feel assured
that the Minister of Mines, with the
superintendent of public batteries, will
develop the system with satisfaction to
everylbody, and will. ere long, be able to
reduce the price for crushing. I have
seen crushing dlone on the eastern fields
for results ats low as 2dwts. These bad
results the member for North Coolgurdie
attributed to bad management. I my-
self do not know any of the managers,
but if there is only bad management
l0dwts. could not have been lost.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: YOU can-
not get gold it it is not there.

MR. WALLACE: That is a question
I will leave in the hands of the Minister
anl of the ineniler for North Coolgardie.

though I do not know whether the
department is taking the latter gentle-
man's advice. As to the Coolgardie
Exhibition 1, like many others from the
northern portions of the colony, thought
the Exhibition would be a perfect frost.
So -much was that impression of the
people in the north that it was difficult to
get anybody to send exhibits, but, having
taken a little interest in the exhibits
which were sent, and having visited the
Exhibition and seen not only the mining
but the agricultural exhibits, I venture
to say, withotat posing as a mining
expert, a mineralogist, or a geologist,
that, if that Exhibition is only to cost
£7,000, as has been stated, it will be
£7,000 well spent.

Mx. ILLINGWORTH: Is it only £7,000?
MR. WALLACE: The miember for

Toodxay (Mr. Quinlan) said that it would
have beeSn better had the Exhibition been
held at Perth or Frenmantle. I agree with
that, and so does everv hon. member
looking at the Exhibition from the point
of view of public attendance; but there is
no denying that the fact that the Exhi-
bition wvas held in the centre of the mining
community resulted in one of the best
mining exhibits. I Understand, in the
world. If the Exhibition had been held
at, Perth or Fremnwtle thiere would, no
doubt, have been a larger attendance of
people than we have seen at Coolgardie,
aind the revenue wou.ld have been con-
siderably enlarged; but as a standing
advertisement, not only of the mineral
wealth, but of the agricultural wealth of
the colony, I think it was very wise to
establish the exhibition on the goldfields.
Held at Coolgardie, the Exhibition has
beean the means of bringing agriculturists
and miners together; and there was a
gathering of the two classes at Coolgardie
some three weeks ago. The Commission
appointed to take charge of the exhibits
and send them] to Paris in 1900 is comn-
posed Of Mining Inen of energy and tact,
and, if the matter bU left in their hands,
the desire of the Government, which is to
have a thorough representation of the
colony, wvill be carried out to a most suc:-
cessful issue. I do not think that mem-
bers should have wasted time in referring
to the method byv which the number (if
visitors to the Coolgardie Exhibition has
been arrived at. I do not see how it
would have been possible to ascertain the
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number of visitors without counting those
who go every day and every night. No
doubt the statement that 70,000 people
visited the Exhibition does not mean
70,000 different people; but, inasmuch as
there were no other means of taking the
census of attendance, hon. members might
have left unmade commiients on that point.
The next paragraph in His Excellency's
Speech refers to the Comle coalfields.
That is a matter I know little of, and not
sufficient to express an opinion as to the
ultimate value of the fields to the colony.
But I would Like to ask whyv it was that
when the Government had the work in
hand they could not prove payable coal.
About twelve mouths ago a Parliamentary
party was invited to visit the coalfields in
charge of the Commissioner of Railways,
and at the pit's mouth we were then
shown stacks of fuel, wbich at the time
made a bad impression on people who
knew anything about coal. But I am
pleased that, with the assistance of the
Government, an energetic company has
taken the matter in hand, and is develop-
ing a coalfield which promises to be a
valuable asset to the country. and more
valuable when we recognise that sooner
or later fuel will either have to) be taken
to the mines or ore brought from the
mines to the fuel. In paragraph 10 of
thle Speech it is stated : --

The whole of the railway lines authorised
by Parliament have been completed and
opened for traffic. TIhe railways so completed
during last year aire -Froml Mitilewa to Cue.
And so on. I am sorry the word " corn-
plated " is placed there, because any one
travelling on the line can see that it is
not completed. There is a beautiful
equipment in mnany ways, but the line is
not completed in a way satisfactory or
advantageous to the persons using it. At
Yalgoo, for in stance, they, raised the bank
something about 2ft. 4in. The public
have the use of the trains and platforms,
but the Goverunment were so economical
wvith their ballast and emubankmnent that
it was found wagons had to pull in
at one end of the yard and go right
out at the other, mnaking nearly half
a mile to travel. The 9Commissioner
of Railways, when lie was lip in the
district, might have given instructions to
have the embankment widened and there-
by made it convenient for teamns load-
ing and unloading at the goods sheds

and at the various platforms. But I
take it that, inasmuch as the Commis-
sioner of Railways is not listening to
what I say, he knows that such a state
of affairs exists, and I hope that in the
very near future hie will give instructions
to hiave the necessary alterations carried
out. There are other little items in con-
nection with the Yalgoo railway system
that I pointed out to the Premier when
lie was in the district, and these will
require attention from the Commissioner
of Railways before long. There is, for
instance, the stone used in the building of
the various railway stations on the line to
Cue. Paragraph 12 refers to the number
of wells sunk and the many miles of new
roads made during the year by the Gov-
ernment and through the agency of the
roads boards. In the reply given by the
Premier to the member for the district
as to a bond store at Port Hediland, it
seems strange that so many works could
be carried out there, and yet proper pro-
visioni could not be made by the customs
department with regard to the bond.
He told us anl officer had been sent to
protect the revenue; and the Premier
was careful to put it in that way, because
if hie had said it was to collect the
revenue, he would have been asked what
revenue there was to collect, when he
knows that goods coumg from Singapore
have to pass Port Hedland to be cleared.

THE PREMIER: The boats do not call
there coming down the coast.

MR. WALLTACE: The reason why the
larger boats do not call in is because the
buoys have not been placed there to
make navigation safe, ats was promised
last year. The Speech tells us that many
miles of new road have been constructed
bv the Governmnent and through thle
ltgency of the roads boards. When I
was at Coolgardie, I attended a confer-
ence of roads boards delegates, and I
remarked ait their social gathering that
too much cr-edit could not be given to the
gentlemen who, originated these confer-
ences Of Toads boards. I believe the idea
was started at York. It has created
amongst the members of those boards the
opinion that they arm regarded by the
Parliament of the country as responsible
local bodies, who are recognised as the
medium. for expending public money in
the construction and maintenance of
roads. In connection with this sub-
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ject, I am reminded that the Speech
refers to the construction of the
Northamn-Gootnalling railway, and I say
we have in these roads boardls a mnber
of persons entrusted with hinds for con-
structing feeders to our railway lines.
The Government aire no( doubt. satisfied
that, in handing over suins of money
voted iw' Parliament to be expended by
these public bodies, they a tre taking the
Ibest practicab~le course for expending the
money economically ; although I hope
that the vote for the roads boards this
year will be larger than it was last year,
and that when the Estimates come before
us the requirements of the various roads
boards will receive more consideration
fromt the Government and lion. members.
Paragraph 13 refers to public buildings
completed, and mentions schools finished
at Albany, Boulder. Coolgardie, West
Perth, Belmont, Bridgetown. Leederville,
and South Perth. I have heard the
member for the Murray complain about
the neglect shown to school children in
his district; and I sympathise with him,
because I have experienced the same at
Yalgoo. I did not write to the Educa-
tion department about it. because I knew
it would be of no use unless I could be
present to enforce my statement. Wliat
complain of is that the heads of the depart-
ment who have some tact in retrenching,
instead of contr-olling the retr-enchment ,
have placed it in the hands of some
officers who go at it recklessly, and
unfortunately those country places which
require more consideration in the way of
education are made to stiffer. In the
district I represent, the school-building
was condemned as Unsuitable by the
Government architect and b)y the local
board of health ; aind the Education
Department was compelled to rent the
miners' institute from the local committee
for carrying on the school work. Ap-
pareutly a mnisuniderstanding occurred
between the Inspector General and the
local committee. the whole difference
being hall-a-crown a week. The depart-
mnt would not clean the school, and the
local body proposed to clean it and charge
2s. 63d. extra per week. Letters were ex-
changed, and the reply from the Inspector
General shows how little consideration
has been given by the department to
children in the eountr districts. The
roll of the school shows 42 children in

attendance at Yalgoo, and it appears now
that those children are to run wild for
the sake of saving 2s. 6d. a week. I
blame the Government that they did not
take a finni stand in the matter of 2s. 63d.
a week. The institute is a public build-
ing, and had the Government demanded
the use of it for the EducationDepartment,
they would have got it; but they left the
question to the Inspector General of
Schools to fight out, and the local body
said that if he did not pay the hall-crown
a week for cleaning the building, they
would give him notice to quit. To that
the Inspector General sent a reply, accept-
ing the notice to quit, and stating that
the department would endeavour to use
the old building for school purposes.

iThis reply shows that the heads of the
Education Department are only too
anxious to get an excuse for depriving
these children of a Little education.

MR. MORtGANS: Why did the corn-
mnittee of the institute ask for ainy pay in
Such a case?

MR. WALLACE: I understand that
the Education Department would not
clean the bizildinV, but expected the
institute comm11ittee to Clean it, and
naturally' the committee charged 2s. 63d.
extra a week, which the department
refused to pay; and hence the action of
the institute. commnittee in giving notice
to quit. It was a Government building,
and I contend tb-at the Government ought
to have taken action and got the building,
free.

Mis. MVORAN: Those institutes aire all
vested in local trustees.

Mu. WALLACE: This incident shows
that the heads of the Education Depart-
ment have not the interests of the chil-
dren at heart, and have been only too
anxous to close this and many other
public schools; for what do we find in
"it portion of the letter from the

Inspector Generail which says " I wvill
endeavour to get our 01(1building?" Last
session, £650 wats placed on the Estimates
for the erection of at school and quarters
for a teacher at Yalgoo. Tenders were
called for pulling down the old building
and] the re-erecting of it, instead; and in
order to have aL larger building, the de-
partment took three feet six inches off the
length and added it to the width. 'The
contract price for this work was £221.
Therefore, if somethingr like £2480 is left
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after re-erecting the school, together with
teacher's quaters-and the Government
did fulfil a promise b y providing quarters
for the teacher-there should be some-
thing still available. The quarters were
erected, but they comprise only two small
rooms, which are not equal to the police
stables at Yalgoo; and these are the
quarters which the schoolmaster is ex-
pected to live in during hot or cold
weather-two pokey rooms, built under
the control of the department!

MR. MORAN: No scarcity of roomi out-
side, is there?

Mu. WALLACE: And wvith no regard
to the health of the master or of the
children, the master is expected to occupy
that pokey building. I hope the Director
of Public Works will tell the House
what hie intends doing with the surplus
of that vote; and if £650 was placed on
the Estimates last year, I do not ask that
the whole sum should be spent, but I
consider that 1, as representing the dis-
trict, have some claim on a further por-
tion of that vote. I hope the Minister
will find time to visit Yalgoo and look
round to see what improvements are
necessary in the public buildings and the
railway station. The main road also is
in such a bad state, that vehicles get
bogged in the public street.

THE PREMIER: When I. was there I
did not notice that.

ME. WALLACE: Since the Premnier
was there we have had rains, and owr
carts and buggies have been bogdin
the public street, which ought to have
been macadamnised. If Ministers make
promises to do works iu various districts,
and (d0 carry them out as this work has
been carried out at Yalgoo, there is no
wonder that members of this House say
they can place no reliance on the promiseg
of Ministers. Paragr-aph 17 refers to the
expansion of the gold-mining industry,
and says: " It renders it obligatory tha~t
the railways should be extended to all
those centres which warrant it," and so
on. Last session I opposed the whole
of the railway Bills before the House,
and said I did so because I could not see
where the funds were to come from
for constructing them. I said also
that it was merely at desire on the

part of myself and others that the
Government should " go slow " with the

railwayvs. Having since learned that

there is just a possibility of sufficient
money being raised to construct a rail-
way to Leonora, I intend to give that
proposal in' support, for I recognise that
this line will open up country that will
be profitable to the State, and b)e a trunk
line in the direction of Lawlers and out
that way. I believe the Government
will now have the support of every
member of the House in proposing to
construct a railway to Leonora, though I
hope it will not be necessary to involve
the country financially, in raising the
money. Paragraph 19 refers to the
various Bills that the Government propose
to bring forward this session. The
member for the Murray considers the
number of the Bills very, large, and fears
that few of them will get through. I
agree with him; but if we settle down to
work inthe early part of the session, as
we have not done in any session yet, we
can get through a lot of work. I am
sorry the Premier did not propose that
the Hou1se should sit on Fridays as well
as Thursdays, but of course the city
members seem to think three days a
week, are sufficient to give uip to parlia-
mientary duties, though I think those
muembers would consent to sit on Frida y
nights, say from 6'30 onwards. If we go
on only three daysa a week, I an, afraid
many of these Bills will not pass into law
this session. I am pleased that aBill for
electoral reform is promised, and I hope
this will be amongst the early Bills
brought forward. A Bill to appoint
conciliation boards for industrial disputes
is a desirable measure, though I would go
further and advocate compulsory arbitra-
tion; for neither side will be satisfied with
half at loaf, and . I would prefer
that these industrial disputes should
be settled by compulsory arbitration.
I am pleased to notice the r-eference to the
Foreign Companies Local Registers Act,
and to see that, notwithstanding the
attempted intimidation by Adelaide stock
exchange speculators, and people of the
stock exchange in London, notwithstand-
ing all their threats against this
Governiment, the Ministry have no inten-
tion of repealing the very salutary Act
passed last session. Many members in
this House can give instances of men who
have been very badly and sadly dealt with
by English companies, owing to there
being no local registers in the colony.
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Coming to paragraph 22, 1 find
that

The question of a rearneetof the
boundaries of electoral districts, owing to the
disproportion of the population in some dis-
tricts, will require consideration. My Ministers
think that the subject ight well be discussed
daring the present session, and stifl further
considered during the next.

I earnestly hope the Government will
place no obstacle in the way of the
discussion of this question during the
present session. It is the cry of the
people of the country that we shall have
better and fuller representation, and I am
sure it is the desire of every hon. member
to give the people the rights to which they
are entitled. I am sure theme is no
member here who will object to going to
the country again, after this redistribution
of seats has been effected.

MR. MORAN: We are all most anxious
to get there.

Mn. WALLACE: If, by this re-
arrangement of the lbounldaries of the
electoral districts, I lose a seat in this
House, I will1 not care one jot, provided I
know that thle boundaries are fairly and
honourably fixed.

MR. Vosprsn: Good-bye, Yalgoo!
MR. WALLACE: Yalgoo, Sir, is quite

satisfied to stand ont, if the people get.
the representation to which they are en-
titled. In conclusion, I am pleased to
give my suppor-t to the various proposals
I have mentioned, and I hope lion.
members will throw what light they can
on all these questions, so that the House,
in supporting or opposing the measures,
will not be working in the dark.

MR. X.ASON (South Murchison): I do
not wvish to prolong this debate more than
a, few moments. The ground already
travelled over covers such a wide range,
that there is hardly anything further left
for me to say. The only matter for con-
gratulation I can find in connection with
the debate has been that so many subjects
have been dealt with that I cannot
imagine how there can possibly be any
grievances remaining to be aired during
the remainder of this session. It seems
to me that every possible grievance
has already been produced and mag-
nified. Seeing the number of important
questions with which the House will
be asked to deal during the session, I
think it will be better for us to get rid of
the Address-in-Reply as soon as possible,

and to settle down to the real work of the
session. I may, perhaps, be allowed very
briefly to touch upon a few points in
His Excellency's Speech. 'Undoubtedly,
the most important subject there is the
great question of federation. This is
hardly the time for a lengthy discussion
of the merits or demerits of federation as
applied to Western Australia, for, after
all, it is a matter for the people them-
selves to decide. But I will say, in reply
to a remark of the member for North
Fremantle (Mr. Doherty), that I do not
think there will be any delay, or that
there is any wish for delay-indeed, we
now have an assurance that there will be
no delay-in bringing the Bill before thle
House, and then it will rest with Parlia-
ment to say wlheu the referendum shall
be taken; and, in the interim, the time
will be well spent if spent in further
enlightening the people Upon this great
question. I hope those gentlemen who
have been leadens of the agitation, both
for and against federation, will try for
the future to put the case fairly and
honestly before the people who will have to
decide ; that they will not exaggerate either
on one side or on the other; that they
will put a plain and unvarnished issue
before the electors. We are told we ay
endeavour to obtain better terms. Well, it
is undoubtedly our duty to obtain the best
terms for this colony that are procurable,
and I think it is most vital to this
colony that we should have a railway
connecting our capital city with the
capitals of the other colonies. I think
that is absolutely essential before ve
proceed any further with the question of
federation. But apart from that main
object, I trust undue prominence will not
be given to the question of terms, to the
question of bargaining; for it seems to
me that the huckstering spirit is hardly
the spirit in which to approach such a
question as the founding of a nation. I
wish to say a few words about public
Ibatteries. A great deal has been said on
this question by members on the Opposi-
tion side of thieHouse. It is well known
that I have always supported and advo-
cated the erection of Government batteries,
and I rejoice that the Government still
intend to persevere in that policy by
erecting more. I recognise that by means
of Government batteries, we are giv ing
assistance and encouragement to the very
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class of miners, which, above all others,
deserves assistance and encouragement
-those miners who are working and
developing their own holdings. If it is
necessary-and I adnuit that it is neces-
sary-to encourage in agriculture the
yeoman fanner-[Mu. Guoxov: Hear,
hear] -so it is equally necessary and
essential to encour-age in mining the
yeoman miner; because tile few men
who are working their own holdings,
with the assistance of Government bat-
tories, are frequently of more direct
benefit to the State than is many a
wealthy mining company. But, though
I have always advocated public bat-
teries, I have pointed out in the past,
and I am sure the Minister of Mines
will pardon me if I again repeat the
statement, that, in erecting public hat-
tories, the Government is incurring a very
grave responsibility, not only to the
mining community, but to the country.
Those batteries have, in several cases,
supplanted private enterprise. Private
enterprise, as applied to a battery, de-
pends for its success and for its wueed of
encouragement, upon the proper working
of that battery ; in other words, the
battery depends for its existence upon the
satisfaction it gives to the publlic. Having
interfered-and, I say, properly inter-
fered-with private enterprise, and having
taken the plaoce of private enterprise, it
behoves the Government to be exceedingly
careful that the batteries erected are
entirely up-to-date, efficient, properly
managed, and in every way satisfactory.
Once let there be a suspicion onl the part
of the mining community that the gold
return from such batteries is not all that
itimightlbe, or that the managemient is not
what it ought to he, and you at once dis-
comnt, to a very great extent, all thle good
that public bateries might otherwise do.
The IM mister of Mines has been greatly
lblamed for several mistakes in connection
with these Goverinent batteries. In
the first place hie was blamed by the ulem-
her for East Fremantle (Mr. Holmes) for
a remark which appears in the Speech, to
the effect that considerable difficulties
have been experienced owing to insuffici-
ency of water and the isolation of the
localities where the batteries have been
erected. I think that statement was
particularly ungenerous on the part of
the hon. member. He should have known

I -if he did not know he could easily have
found out -that the first few batteries
erected were erected purpiosely in isolated

ilocalities, because it was preciel inths
i isolated localities that public batteries

were most required, such places being
beyond the reach of private enterprise;
and if the hall. member did not know, lie
might easily' have ascertained, that, before
any one of those batteries was erected -
and I ami rather surprised that the
Minister of Mines did not tell him so,
it must have been his inborn modestyv
that prevented him-that before any one
of these batteries was erected, the fullest
and every possible inquiry was made at
the time as to whether the step was Justi-
fied b 'y the circumstances of the locality.
Full inquiries were made as to the
quantity of ore likely to be crushed, as
to the water supply-as to whether, in
fact, the battery in that locality was
justified, and whether it was likely to
be worked with advantage to the public.
After having made those inquiries-the
most searching that could have been made
at the time-I thiink it is hardly fair to
turn round on the Minister- in charge of
that very impoirtant department, and to
blame him for accidents which no mortal
manl could have foreseen.- Accidents
have happened in connection with Govern-
lnent batteries, but they are merely, the
accidents to which, as every mnng man
knows, any such enterprise is liable, and
which, as every business man will admit,
are likely to occur in anv commiercial
undertaking. I trust the Minister will
see that, for the future, due care is exer-
cised in the management of these hat-
tei-ies. I believe that the possibility of
accident can be reduced to a minimum.
The Minister- can effect this improvement
if he likes; I believe hie will try, and I
believe he will succeed; and I am suare
that the House ad individual members
willbe only too glad to render him ay)
assistance in their power- in this direction
which they can reasonably' offer, and
which thle Minister, in justice to his posi-
tion, can reasonably accept. So many,
things have been foutnd fault with that
even the statement that the position of
the colony is satisfactory, has almost been
objected to, and also the alnouncement

thtthere are marked signs of the
country's progress. Exception has been
taken even to those statements - I
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am sure I do not know why, un-
less it be that some people seem to
have no object in the world except to
take the most gloomy and despondent
view of everything, and to draw upon
their imaginations for their facts. If an
increase in the revenue for last month of
X50,000, if an export of gold of, roughly,
162,000 ounces, if an increase in arrivals
over departiures by sea of above 700 souls,
are not marked signs of the colony's
progress, then I fail to understand what
signs can possibly be taken as indicating
progress. There is just one other point
to which I wish to refer-the proposed
dividend tax. I think a dividend tax
perfectly justifiable, seeing the amount of
the dividends paid by companies deriving
their incomes from this colony. Such
companies can well afford to contribute
something to the colony from which the
dividends are procured, and I consider
a dividend tax much preferable to any
other form of taxation as applied to gold.
It would never do, as an hon. member
opposite (Mr. Vosper) has very tersely
put it, to tax the product itself. There
is one point in connection with the Mint
and this dividend tax to which I would
refer. I hope my fears will prove ground-
less. We have, at a very great cost,
provided a local Mint, which undoubtedly
is capable of coining gold, and it should
coin the gold produced in the country.

MR. MORAN: That is what it is meant
for.

MR. EASON: It is meant for that.
If it should so happen that certain finan-
cial institutions prove so selfish as still to
send away our gold unininted; if, for
reasons I need not explain, they should
not take advantage of the opportunities
afforded by that Mint, then the Govern-
ment might well put a tax on the export,
of uininted gold. I hope my fears in
this respect will prove unwarranted, but
there is a rumour in the air, and I feel it
my duty to point out, even at this early
stage, how, if that difficulty does arise mn
the future, it may very easily be over-
come. I will not detain the House longer,
except with one concluding remark. lRe-
ference has been made to the existence of
parties in this House, and some hon.
members regret that there should be such
a thing as party government. As a matter
of principle, they do not believe in it.
They are of course entitled to their

opinions; I, certainly, am equally entitled
to mine; and I believe that wvithout party
government you can have no good Gov-
ernment. I believe that, without parties,
any Government will, sooner or later,
fall into absolute ridicule and impo-
tence ;and for my part I will rejoice
greatly when parties in this House are
better divided and more evenly balanced
than they are at the present time.
That would be better, I am sure, for what-
ever Ministry is in power, better for any
party who may happen to wish to turn that
Ministry out, and better for the country

as a whole. But even in party Govern-

exception which presents itself to my
mind is the question of federation. I

hopea that when that great question is
dscusrsedT in thi House, it will be made

an exception to party Government, and
that there will be no attempt at party
influence; that party considerations will
not weigh in the discussion for one single
moment, but that each member in dealing
with it will be actuated onl 'y by one
motive, namely, the advancement of the
colony of Western Australia, and if
possible the advancement of a united
Australia.

Ma. KINGSMILL (Pilbar-ra) : The
fact of my rising in a portion of the
House to which I have hitherto been
unaccustomed, b)rings back to my mind a
prediction made on the first occasion on
which I had the honour of addressing
the House. That occasion was when I
moved the Address-in-Reply in the first
session of this Parliament, and the mem-

Iber for Central Murchison (Mr. Thling-
worth), when I expressed the hopes I had
about the course to be pursued by the
Government, told me frankly that I had
very little to hope for from the present
administration. Perhaps ait that time my
method of looking at things was more
academical and idealistic; and I flouted
the assurance of the hon. member, think-
ing that it could not be true. Next ses-

Ision, however, I began somewhat to doubt,
Iand, at last, I have come to the conclu-
sion that what the hon. member said was
perfectly correct;- and hence my presence
in Opposition to-night. If there was one
thing more than another that, as it were,
crystalised the doubts within my mind
about the efficiency of the Government it
was their action during last session, in
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spite of the warning which I held out to
them, regarding the granting of a certain
reward area for the discovery' of alleged
payable diamionds in the district of
Nullagine. I am glad to say, that I can
to a certain extent exonerate the Govern-
ment from much blame I was attributing
to them. I find from the papers laid on
the table of the House to-day that the
sins of the Government have been more
sins of omission thanm of commission; but
the fact remains that the Minister of
Mines is, to some extent, at the root of
this evil, because of the course he pursued
upon the representations of a6 wily old
gentleniam who camne down from that part
of the country-which representations
were afterwards found to be totally false
-in passing what T can only particularise
as the most ridiculous I-egUlations which
have ever been framed under atai Act of
Parliament. Any lion. member who goes
to the trouble of perusing the papers laid
lbefore the Rouse will see that I am
perfectly right in exonerating the Minister
from all further blame in this transaction ;
but the damage, to a certainl ex-tent, has
been done. In this district of Nullagine
there are 1,680 acres of ground locked up,
and the labour done on that ground
since it was taken uip six months ago is
that of six men for five weeks, while the
results, so far as I canl learn, have been
absolutely il.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: Why is
forfeiture not applied for ?

MR. KINGSMILL: Up to the present
time I have not knon the circumstances
which the papers produced disclose, and
T cannot Say at the moment what the in-
lhabitanits of the Pilbarra goldfield thought
had been done or was about to be done. It
is possible the Pilbarra people may think
thle occupiers of the laud have protection,
and if these Occupiers said they had pro-
tection they apparently have so much
influence that thle Pilbarra people would
be quite justified in believing them.
Perhaps the clearing of the atniosphere
which may result from thle laying onl the
table of the House of these papers, may
have the desired effect, and I earnestly
hope it may.

MR. GEORGE: Have you got all the
papers?9

MR. RfNGSMILL: I have got enough
of them.

MR. GEORGE: You have not got the lot.

MR. KINGSMILL: I was about to
explain fhat the reason I feel rather
excited on this subject is that Nullagine
has always been the place where, the old
diggers of the district have miade a1 home.
and where men who are too old for the
rougher work of prospecting have estab-
lished. comfortable little homes, and are
prepared to there peacefully end their
days. Now people for speculative pull-
poses-because. their action since taking
up the round shows the piupose can be
no other than speculative-have deprived
the mniners of the means of earning their
livelihood ;and that they should do this,
and practically deprive the miners of
their homes is, in my opinion, particu-
larly iniquitous.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: How many
men have been deprived of their
homes'?

BIB. KINGSsiILL: That is not the
question. If one man has been deprived
of his home that is enough for my argu-
ment. The Government, in the first place,
passed these ridiculous regulations, and,
in the second place, they did not exercise
suifficient precautiou in granting this
reward claim-

MR. MORAN: Have these men not
miner's rights ?

MR. flNGSMILL: The member for
East Ooolgardie (Mr. Moran), from his
experience on the goldfields must be
aware that on ground which is only used
for what is known as fossicking, it is
very often the custom for men not to peg
out claims. These men require to shift
about from place to place, and if they are
not debarred from doing this by the
present holders of the laud it is because
the holders know that, if they were to do
such a thing, an outcry would be raised
and their methods would be exposed.-
As I say, the present occupiers do not
hold the ground for the purpose of work-
ing it but for the pin-pose of selling it.
There are no other labour conditions so
far as I. can learn.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: If anybody
questions the right of these people, why
is forfeiture not applied for?

MR. KINGSMIILj: Because I do not
believe that the people of Pilbarra know
the conditions under which the land is
held.

THE PREMIER: Why' did you not tell
them the conditionsf
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MR. KING SMILLi: I confess that only
a few days ago I myself did not know the
conditions under which the ground was
held, but I shall now make it my busi-
ness to explain to the people the exact
circumstances. I have much pleasure in
passing from this subject, which I canl
assure the House has few attractions for
me, and possibly still fewer for hon.
members. I have waited until the close
of the debate before speaking, in the hope
that perhaps the Premier might have
issued, as it were, a kind of second
edition of the Governor's Speech. Memn-
bers: on the Opposition side of the House
are more or less in the dark as to what
the Governor's Speech really contains, or
rather what it really means.

THE Pau;in: They do not want to
know.

MR. KENGSMILLi: We hear rumnours
about a redfistr-ibution of seats.

THE PR.ExmIR: It is not rumour; the
information is laid on the table of the
House.

M&. A. FORREST: The member for
Pilbarra, like myself, may be wiped out
under a redistribution of seats.

MR. KINOSMILL: But there is
nothing definite in the Speech about
redistribution of seats or the other pro-
posed legislation, and that puts us in the
position of having to speak on subjects
of which we are not so fully seized as
members on the Government side of the
House. I think paragraph 2 of the
Speech had such a. very severe handling
the other night that it would be-as well
to pass it over practically in silence. The
only thing I have to say is that I hope
the proposed legislation will be brought
before us as quickly as possible, in order
that it may be discussed by the House
and amendments madle if necessary. On
the whole I think I miax congratulate
the Minister of Mines upon the explana-
tion lie gave us last niight of the
pulich battery schemte which has been
carried out byv the Government. As;
one connected with batteries for some
time, I consider the price of 15s. 2d.
a ton- I think that is the cost of
crushing-- extremely moderate, bearing
in mind the localities of the batteries.
Thle miember for Yalgoo referred to the
system pursued by the Government in
conducting their finiancial arrangements
in outlying districts. Members who hiave

been in outlying districts mafy know that
iu' the Government offices payment has
to be made in actual coin of the realm,

I whilst on thle other hand, the Govern men t
disbursements a~re made in paper; the
result being that the Government are one
of the greatest absorbers of coin in
districts where banks are very often few
and far between.

Ms. A. FORREuST: They will cash their
own cheques, will they not?

MR. KINGSMTLLa: No; they will not
cash their own cheques.

'MR, A. FORREST: They ought to,
then.

MR. KINL+SMIhL: It would be better
for the Govermnment to send coin for the
purpose of disbursements, so that it may

Icirculate in the district, and not take coin
Iaway, as they are doing at present.

THE PREMIER: It is a difficult and
troublesome question, where there axe no

1banks.
MR. KI.NGSMIjL: The Government

may well be congratulated upon the mag-
ni~flcent mineral wealth that exists; busi~l
have no wish to say a, great deal about the
goldields, because we have heard so much
on that sublect fromt other quarters. I
would like to congratulate members r--
gardiug a. district which has been little
heard of, the Southi-Western district, and
to congratulate the Premier upon at last
piractically joining the ranks of the
goldfields members, becauseh b as With-
in the bounds Of his Constituency a gold-
field which, judging from the last crush-
ing and fornier crushings, promises
extremely well. Several very unkind
remarks -were made last night by the
member for East Fremnantle about a port
which is the gateway of mny electorate; I
refer to Port Hedilanid. I believe the hon.
inember was mrnistakeui, and that events
will prove hila to have been so. T would
like to take this further opportunity of
calling the attention of the Premier to
the facet that the arrangements for the
buoys to mark the passage into Port
Heland arc not yet made. This
stupendous work wvas put in hand by the
Govern ment about twelve mlonthis ago. if
I remember correctly, and, as far as I can
aLscertain, the work could have beenk done
for about at hundred pounds. It is still
in hand, I suppose, for it is not finished,
and steamners are not yet able to go in
there. When it is finished the Govern-
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ment will receive mny most hearty
congratulationis.

MR. ILLINOWOETH1: All for the cost
of one hundred pounds :r

MR. KIINOSMILL: Yes, hut of course
there will he expedtre in certain
directions. The riwypolit y of the
Government is v'ery mui~ch the salale ats
mot zr Perha~ps they have inade it

woeacceptable to the Hfouse, but they
have not been quite as explicit as to the
mnethod of financing these railways. All
of us, or at least most of us, ackniowledge
that the railway) from Menzies into the
Leonora district is both necessary and
advisable. It will be carried to one of
the maost promising districts in Western
Australia, and there is little doubt as to
its being a reproductive work. We have
served uip to us again that sane little old
railway, the Bonnie Vale, and I suppose
it will have just about the same chance
of getting thro-ugh this session as last.

MR. KJENNY: It is only six miles.
MR. KINGSMILLa: Exactly it' Isol

six mniles. I am afraid I cannot promise
the member for Coolgardie that I will
give the ra&ilway my support. As to the
Coolgardie to Norseman line, I think
that this session I will, if the financial
arrangements admit of it, be prepared to
give my support, regarding the line as a
first step towards tapping the southern
coast at Esperace. I desire to make
my position perfectly clear, and not to
support the line under false pretences.
A member remarked to me, "'What a
remtarkably fine lot of Biles the Govern-
ment are about to introduce." I said I
agreed with him; at least to this extent,
that the Bills had very good names, and
if they turned out as well as their niames
promised, they would indeed he a remark-
ably fine lot. I think about the pick of
the basket is the proposal to impose a
dividend tax. While the British Govern-
meat have the audacity to place an in-
come tax upon, or to daeduct an income
tax from, dividends that, are produced in
Western Australia, the least thatt West-
ern Australia, can do is to have a little
cut out of these dividends for itself.
Then we find-and this is a familiar fea-
ture of a Governor's Speech-that a Bill
dealing wvith electoral refonn is to b e in-
troduced. We have often seen this Bill
in the Governor's Speech, and I suppose
that possibly we may at some time see

it on the table of the House, but
I would like to know what form this
electoral reforin is to take. Is it women's
suffrage under another guise, or do the
Government this timue intend to sweep
away the present iniquitous Electoral
Act. by which at man may move across
the street and be disfranchised for
a period of six or nine monthis? If they'
do intend to sweep away' the present
Act, I can promise them mny unqualified
support. There are one or two Bills,
the nanies of which I do not see in the
hist the Government have placed before
us, and the first is a Bill for imposing
a tax on unimproved land. I do not
regard this Bill as necessary in the in-
terests of revenue, and it would be a pity
to expect to obtain revenue from it; but
I look -upon it ats an incentive to the cu.1-
tivation of land, which should he the

Imeans of producing revenue. The mea-
sure will be a. most valuable one; and. to

Ianyone who has travelled through the
southern district and seen the magnificent
land, with little patches of ten acres
cleared, and old houses. standing in thie
midst of them, the advisability of having
a Bill of this sort comies homne ver~y

forily PREiguER : Where are those

MR. KINGSMILL: I have seen them
in the neighbourhood of Bunbur.
(General laughter.)

THE PREMIER: I do not think they
are very big. They are very small es-
tate.

MR. ETNGSMILL: Within 30 miles
-of Bunbury?

THE PnRBY-a: Perhatps it was not
freehold land at all; perhaps it was a run.

Mn. flNGSMILL: I wouild like to
see a Bill to amiend the Mineral Lands
Act introduced. I maiy say the Mineral
Lan~ds Act was passed about the samie
time as the old Goldfiels Act, and,

iwhile the old Goldfields Act has under-
gone somne amendmients, several of which
are for the worse, the Mineral Lands Act
has not been amended at all.

THE F~nmEit: The Mineral Landls
Act was passed many years after the first
Goldfields Act.

MnK. KJNGSMILL: The Mineral
Lands Act was passed in 1892, and to

big my argument uip to date I will say
that since 1892 the Goldfields Act has
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undergone many, improvements, while the
Mineral Lands Act has remained un-
touched. There is one feature in the
Mineral Lands Act which applies to thle
subject that I mnentioned at the beginining
of mly speech. the working of gold found
in conj unction -with other minerals, and
this portion of the Act should be revised.
In the other colonies when gold is found
in conjunction with other minerals, areas
are granted for the working of the more
valuable product. In this colony thle
system is that if gold is found in con-
junction with other minerals, the public
do not get a chance at all1 of getting any
ground. The simple procedure is for the
lessee to pay a, royalty of 2/- an ounce to
the Treasurer. This is very good for
the Treasurer when he gets the money,
but it is of no benefit to the outside
public. That is one feature, of the
Mineral Lands- Act which should be
eliminated, It might naturally be ex-
pected that I approach the question of
the redistribution of seats with a good
deal of trepidation, since I have been in-
formed by the hon. mrember for West
Kimlberley (Mr. A. Forrest) that I am
about to be wiped out. T must say that
I have to be very careful in what It say
about this matter, but at all events I do
not think I shall be wiped out to as great
n extent as the hen. mneirber for West
Kimberley. I have a few more electors I
k-no-w than the lion. member has. hut the
lion, member for West -Kimberley has a
lot of electors if he can catch them.
What I wantt to point out to hion. inein-
hers who are fortunate enough-I sup-
pose I may say fortunate- -to possess
5,000 or 6,000 electors is this: that they
have the electors, hut the industries have
a certain right to be represented, and as
long as the redistribution is not conducted
on too much of a population basis I shall
be glad to give my support to the
measure. In conclusion, I simply have
to express my opinion that the Governor's
Speech seems to be just about the same
old kind of Governor's Speech. There are
a lot of things in it that we well knew, anid
there is a good deal about the intentions
of the Government, and I suppose to-
wards the end of the session we shall
know more of the intentions of the
Government than we do now. I hope
the good intentions of the Government
will be carried to a successful issue.

MR. MORGANS' (in reply, as mover):
When I had the honour of addressing the
House in moving the adoption of the
Address-ini-Reply, I expressed my-self
strongly, so I am told, upon the qluestion

'of federation, and I fear that I acquired
for myself the displeasure of a, lairge,
number of my constituents; and I may
say that, notwithstanding that it was
my desire to be explicit as to lay real
position on the question of federation, I
was entirely misunderstood. I was par-
ticularly careful to say that there was no
more ardeut federationist in the House
than myself, and I now repeat that state-
ment, and I1 may say also that on the
same occasion I explicitly stated that it
was mny fixed opinion that the question of
referring the important issue of federa-
tion to the people was of vital importance,
and I supported the principle of allowing
the question of federation to go to the
people to let them decide it. That is my
opinion now, For the' benefit of the
public and somne of my own constituents
in Coolgardlie anA other places who may
have misunderstood my position, I take
the opportunity of asserting and stating
that there is no one in the House who
desires that the question of federation
should hie settled by the people more
than I do. and it -will have my strongest
support.

Mat. LE&Kaa: When?
MR. MORGANS: The member for

Albany asks " whenP" I say, as quickly
as possible. Having put myself right
with regard to this matter, I do not think
I shall say anything more with regard to
the question of federation, except that my
own ideas are-and these are the ideas
which I shall express when this impor-
tant question of federation comes before
this House-that without the consumma-
tion and construction of that great rail-
way which will place the capital of
Western Australia in direct communica-
tion with the federal capital, federation
for Western Australia is impossible. That
is one of my grounds; and the next
ground will be, although I do not con-
sider it of such vital importance as the
other, that owing to the peculiar financial
position of Western Australia, our fiscal
system should not be interfered with for
a considerable time. If these two condi-
tions were granted to Western Australia,
then we -would be in a better position to
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federate. I take it that no one in this
House, nor any one outside (if this House
nor anI one who has the colonyv's intevests
at heart, 'would object to any mieni-
her of Parliament trying to do the best
he can for the interests of the colony and
getting all lie can out of fedlenition, the
same as the other colonies have done. I
will not refer further to federation to-
night, as we shall have an opportunity
at a later date to express our views.
I should like to refer to a matter
mentioned by my friend Mr. Kingsmill
(Pilbarra) when lie gave his reasons for
passing from this (the Government) to the
other side of the Rouse. I can only say
that ats a compatriot and sitting nier
him formerly on this bench, I much regret
that he has thought fit to leave this. side
of the Chamber and to go into Opposition.

MU. ILLINGwORTH:- If you had stayed
where you were he would have come to
you.

Ma. MORGANS: At the same time I
congratulate the member for Albany (Mr.
Leake) on having acquired such a. useful
hielper. (Mn. L-EASE:- Hear, hear. ] Hfow-
ever, the reason I tunderstood him to give
for having gone over did not appear to me
quite a sufficient reason for such an im-
portant istep ; but probably my friend did
not consider that he was offering to this
House a full explanation of his reasons
for having changed sides. At any rate,
if we are to take what he said as the main
or principal reason for his having gone
over, I must claim to disagree with him
and to say that I do not think he mnade
the change on. sufficient grounds.

Mn. ILLINGWOnTHF: You have never
yet given your grounds for changing
sides.

Mn. MtORGANS- Oh yes. I gave my
reasons. When I came from that side of
the House I left it with much regret.

MIR. VospER: And you are much
regretted.

'MR. MORGANS. I regret it ver~y
much indeed, because I have some good
friends on the other side of the House,
and I especially regret having had to
leave the elbow Of imy friend the member
fo;Albany (Mr. Leake), but at the time
I did explain that I was not so fully in
accord with the views and principles
expressed by hion. gentlemen on the other
side of the House as I was with those of
the Premier and his supporters on this

side. 1 felt I was a little out (of place
there, anti so I came over to this side. I
think that is a very good reason indeed
for such a step,

1M1. LEASE: Not to mention the
Blonnie Vale Railway.

Ma, MORGANS. I wish to refer to
some of the remarks of the hon. member
for North Ooolgardie (Mr. Gregory). I
had not the. privilege of listening to
his speech the other night, or at least
I only heard a small portion of it, but
I had the advantage of reading this
morning in the newspaper a more or
less complete report of what the hon.
member said-Mrt. VosnnR: Mare or
less]. In touching on the question of
federation he spoke about the wine in-
dustry. and I must say I entirely dis-
agree with his views as, to what would
happen to that industry under federation;
but as that question will be discussed
later, I will not cross swords with him
flow. However, in connection with somie
further remarwks of his the hon. member,
speaking on the financial issues involved
in federation, said that we ought to
raise our taxes in some other direc-
tion. Well, there is one very strong
financial objection T have to feder-
ation -that under federation it would
he impossible to raise taxes in this
country from any other source than the
customs house. In the first place the
only direct tax of any importance that
could be imposed would be an income
tax ; and I contend, and it can be shown,
that the collection of an income tax in
Western Australia would cost more than
the resulting revenue.

Mn. VospunR: First catch your income.
Mu, MORGANS-. Precisely - first

catch your income. There are no incomies
in this colony on which to levy a tax ; at
any rate they are so few that the collec-
tion of an income tax in Western Austra-
lia would mean an absolute loss to the
revenue. Therefore that is not a tax
which can be relied upon for the develop-
ment of the great resources of this coun-
try. An income tax is altogether out of
th~e question. Next we have heard some-
thing of a land tax. Let me ask bon.
members: Suppose you tax all the unoc-
cupied lands of this ooimtry, how much
would that tax return to this colony ? I
contend that it would not add £26,000 a
year to the colony's revenue.

'ASSEMBLY.-,L _F fth day qf Debate.
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MR. ILLIXGWORT1I: It would make
the land-owners use the ground.

Mn. MORGANS:- That is not the
point. Let me remind the hion. memuber
that I am now spualciug of what a tax1
would do for the revenue of this colony.

MR. ILLINOWOETH: I an wVith YOU.
Mn. MORGANS: I amn not question-

ing- that you may promote the improve-
ment of land by im1posing a, tax; hut I amn
stting that a tax placed upon it would
not result in any revenue worth having,
and I think I have made myself clear on
that point. Therefore I think the argu-
ment used by the hion. member for North
Coolgardie (Mr. Gregory) was fallacious,
that it was not well grouded, and that
it is not desirable that the public of this
colony should be led to believe by anly
hon. member that after the wiping out of
taxes, direct or indirect, other means can
be found for inching up the deficiency
caused by such a step. That is impos-
sible.

MR. ILLINOWOETH: What about the
dividend tax?

MR, MORGANS:- The dividend tax is
one of -which I have already expressed my
strong approval, and I think theme is noth-
ing fairer, nothiug more just, than that a
mining comnpanky which has the privilege
of taking up mining leases in this country
under the most favourable conditions-
because the rent of a mnining lease is very
small-should pay a tax on its profits.
I am not now speaking of the conditions
of working a lease, but of the conditions
of taking it up; because the conditions
of working are entirely different. They
are in many cases very expensive, and
they are often very delicate. But the
conditions of taking- out a lease uinder
thq Goverinzent are highly favourable;
and I contend that it is only fair and
reasonable that any company~ which is
making a profit out of the working of a
mine placed in its hands by this colony
should pay a, five per cent, tax upon its
profits. That is perfectly just, and I shall
be,- one of the first who -will have to pay
that tax, and I shiall be frequently called
upon to pay it.

MR. TnnirNGWOnrn: I Wish 'We Were
all in the same box.

Mn. MORGANS: The member for
Central Murchison (Mr. Illingworth)
says he hopes he will hiave to pay the
tax. I earnestly hope he will be called

upon at an early date to pay a very heav~y
dividend tax.

MR. A. FORREST: But he does not
gamble.

MR., GEORGE: Such specu~lations are
investmnents. They do not constitute
gamlbling.

MR. MORGANS: The next point on
which I should like to touch is a re-
ference by the miember for North Cool-
gardie (Mr. Gregory) to the public
batteries. I think his criticism of the
adininistrt ion of the public batteries by
the Government is not fair. I d~o not
think lie has done the Government justice
in his criticisms of their management of
those batteries. I ami prepared to admi-t,
and I agree with the hon. zuember, that
mistakes have been miade in such admin-

iistration, but deny that there has been
any wvilfuil maladministration.

Mn. ILxINawonra: He never said
there had been.

Mu. MORGANS: I believe we c;an
*find a greater number of mnistakes made
by private individuals who have erected
batteries in this colony than we have
been able to find in connection with
Government batteries. And I do not see

*why the lion, mnember (Mr. Gregory)
sho uld expect this or any other Govern-

I ment to be infallible.
Mn. ILIINGwoRTTI: Buit the Govern-

nient claimi infallibility.
Mn. MORGANS, They claini it?

Well, I congratulate them onl the courage.
I say that the hon. member for North
Coolgarthe (Mr. Gregory), in discussing
this question, hats not been quite fair, and
that the criticismns hie has levelled at the
Goverinnent, and especially at the Minister
of Mines, are not justified.

MR. GREGORY: They were more than
justified.

MR. MORGANS: I should Like to
refer to the criticismn indulged in by the
m~enber for North Coolgardie (Mr.
Gregory). That gentleman laid it down
as an axiom, and I quite agree with him,
that no Government should think of
erecting a battery until it is known there
is water sufficient to work the machinery.

Ii do not think any prudent Government
Iwould do otherwise.

MR. GREGORY: I did not say the
Government did other-wise.

MR, MORiGANS: If the hon. inember
tells me he did not say that, I will with-
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draw; but I take it that this was the
idea lie desired to convey to the House.
The Government sent a inanager to
Yerilla, to inquire about the erection of a
battery, and he was told that at at certain
place there was ain inexhaustible supply
of water. Acting on that statement,
which Was made by the people of the
district, who ought to have known better
than anyone else the exact circumstances,
a battery' was erected. But the supply of
water inn short; and I am prepard to
admit that it would have been much
better if steps had been takenl to see
whether there was a supply which would
last.

MR. GREGORY: Instead of going to
the expense of sinking a well ait Yerilla,
an excellent supply of water could have
been got for nothing within a quarter of
a mnile.

MR. MORGANS: I thank the member
for North Coolgardie for that little
speech ;bitt considering the interest hie
undoubtedly takes inl this question of
public batteries, it is strange that he
did not assist the representative of the
Government in finding a more suitable
site for the batteryv.

MR. GRGOoRY: I did not interfere
ait all.

MR. MORGANS: The lion. member
says he knew a spot within a quarter of a
mile where there was an inexhaustible
supply of water, and yet he did not take
the trouble to point out to the Govern-
mnent representative where that spot was.

MR. GREGORY: I dlid not go out there.
I simply state the fact that the water was
there..

MR. MORGANS: The hon. member
tells the House that he kneow of this site,
and yet hie did not take suifficient interest
in the matter to advise the Government
representative.

MR. GREoOR: I did not indicate any
site.

MR. MORGANS: 1 accept the hon.
menber's explanation. and at ay rate we
no0w Icow from at ninbey who is
supposed to bie more conversant with this
question than anyone else here, that there
'is a plentiful supply of water within a,
quarter of a mile from the spot where the
battery was erected. Reviewing the criti-
cism of the lion. member in regard to this
battery, I contend that his position is
absolutely untenable. He has emphasised

his ob~jections very much, hut I would
Like to ask him whyr it was that, before
these batteries were erected, and with the

I many opportunities he had in this House,
he did not call the special attention of the
Minister of Mines to this important
question of water supply. Although the
lion. member has bad all these oppor-
tunities, it is only now that he comes to
the House and complains that, in
reference to this lbattery, the Government
did not do certain things which he, with
a Little kindly advice. might havxe helped
then to do.

MR. GREGORY: The Government. would
not have taken the advice.

MR. MORGANS: Before leaving the
member for North Coolgardie, I should
like to call attention to the attack be
made on my' friend, Mr. Warden Burt.
That attack I regret exceed ingly, because
it was absolutely unjustified. Mr. War-
den Burt is a gentleman who has occupied
his present position since this goldfield
was established. As one who knows; iml
not only as a friend, but also in his official
capacity, I do not think there is a man ill
Westerna Australia to-day who more
deserves the esteem of his fellow colonists.
I cannot think for at moment that the
member for North Coolgardie intended

iby his criticism in any way to attack Mr.
Warden Burt personally.

MR. GREGORY: I only criticise himi
professionally.

Mu. MORGANS: The member for
North CDoolgardie spoke of the adinis-
tration of the law by Mr. Burt, and drew
attention to anl inquest held on three
unfortunate men who, I regret to say,
lost their lives in a mine with which I am
connected. No one felt that terrible
calamity more thanl I did. These njen
went down the shaft, and it is believed
that a charge of dynamite which had
been put in a hole during the previous
shift and had not exploded was, when
these men were busy, struck with a drill
and ignited, with the result that these
miners, and splendid men they were, mot
their deaths. At this time Mr. Burt, to
whom the member for North Coolgardie
attaches some lblame so far as the inquest
was concerned, was away at the Diorite
'King mine, a considerale distance fromn
where the accid~int occurred. The unfor-
tunate men met their death about
five o'clock in the morning, and MT'. Burt
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was communicated with by wire ats quickly
ats possible. As soon as the information
reaelhed him, Mr. Hurt telegraphed to the
inspector of police to enmpanel ai Jtuy, and
rave mos implicit instructions in regrard
to the nalure of that jory, Mr. flint
desired to have cinpanetled two ininers
and one representative business nian, but
nobody in any way connected with the
in e at which; the accident had (,ccurred.

2NR. Gtnzsonv: Mr. flint Mnitionied
the namnes Of two men.

Tvu. IWORGANS: Mr. Bart men-tioned
these names becaulse lie kniew tie tenines
to lie those of men not in any' way con-
nected with the mine where the mhen were
killed. The jury selected wvere Mr.
Ross - though I am not sure of this
nanae-Mr. Lathoin, manager oif an ad-
joining mine, and at prospector or work-
ing miner, also from an adjoining mnine,
but whose' naune I cannot remaembher.
These were the three names mentioned,
and I take it that Mr. Burt simply
carried out, his duty. XWhat else coud
hie done Under the circumstances?~ He
had to ride 80 miles during that day.
Hie arrived ait the Mount during thie
night, and the bodies were viewed onl that,
occasion. hut naturally they were lunder-
going decomposition very rapidlv. amid
they were buried. Next dlay tile inquest
was held in proper form, and a verdict
passed in the usual way. I would ask
members if the Inspector of Mines had
anything to dto with the holding of that
inqu iry.

MEt. GRISOny : He asked the warden
to adjourn the inquest until he arrived.

Mn. MORGANqS: lie could not do
it. The whole inquest was carried out
upon legalI, proper, and Satisfactor-y lines.
It is perfectly true that the Inspector of
Police at Mount Msarg-aret was dis-
satisfied. With or without reason-- it is
not for me tW say-be has some strong
feeling against the warden, and he raised
points with regard to the illegality of the
inquest, the result being a lot of cm-re-
spondence in the newspaper, and I regret
to see the matter brought into this House
by the member for North Coolgardie. I
wish to enter my earniest protest against
the practice of bringing the names of
prominent officials employed by this or
any other Government before the House
when they have no opportunity of defend-
ing themselves. [SEVERA-L MEMBERS:

Hear, hear.i 1 do not think it a prac-
tice that should be encouraged.

Mk. MORANq: That is what the House
exists for, all the Same.

MR. MORGANS: In some instances
it is absolutely necessary, but in a case of
this Sort an official should have the oppor-
tunity' of defending himself through some
other 0hannel, before the mnatter comes
nder the notice (if the House. Let it

coine lxefore the Department in the usual
waty , and at least give hii in an opportunity
of saving something in his defence. I
ant only too glad to have this opportunity
of savi" I consider Warden Burt, to be
Worthy of the confidence of the House
and the Government be serves, and that
there is not in the employ of the Govern-
nent an abler Or better administrator of

thet mining laws. Then there is another
point. The umemnber for North Coolgar-
dlie has the misfortune to he the proprie-
tor of at newspaper.

ME. A. FORiREST: I am sorry for hini.
MR. MOR{GANQS: No doubt it is a

great misfortune, but at any rate it is a
danngerous weapon in the hands of a man.

Mn. KNNYv: Hear, hear.
MR. MORGANS: A very dangerous

weapon. I ain bound to say that the
newvspaper owned by the member for
North COoig-arilie has made many severe
attacks upon Warden Burt. I have seen
then, times out of number, paragraph
after paragraph, and still the month of
this official, who Occupies an important
position in the administration of the laws
of this country, is closed, and he cannot
say anything. I do not consider that a
proper way of dealing with an official,
and I express my sympathy with Warden
Burt, and again assert that he is one of the
best. officials in the Mining Department
of the colony. With regard to the Leo-
nora railway, naturally I strongly advo-
c-ate it, and I are gratified to know that the
member for North Coolgardie is also in
favour of it, -and is doing his best to assist
the great enterprise for-ward. I amt look-
ing forward with much interest to the
time when we Shall hear his voice raised
in support of the enterprise, and when we
shall have the pleasure of seeing his vote
recorded in its favour. The railway is an
absolute necessity, but I am not going to
weary the House to-night by giving proofs
that it is so, because the time for the dis-
cussion of it will come later on. I desire
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also-to thank the member for Yalgoo for
his kind expressions in regard to the Cool-
gardie Exhibition. We heard what the
member for North-East Coolgardie said
on this question. He stated that he
thought the exhibition fairly successful.
but thought that if it cost £70,000 it wvas
too dear.

MR. VosPrn: I was under the impres-
sion that theme was a deficit of £7,000 over
and above previous expenditure.

MR. MORGANS: I ant glad I am able
to correct that impression, and I thank
the member for Yalgoo for his kindly
expressions in regard to the enterprise.
1 took a very active part from the begin-
ning to the end of it, and I believe it has
done an immense amount of good for this
colony, in not only advertising the indus-
tries abroad, but also in West Australia
itself. I believe that nothing has ever
previously happened which has done so
much good in creating a great amount of
interest in relation to the nming and
industrial pmrsuits. The Minister for
Crown Lands, in whoma we all have great
confidence, says the fact. that such prizes
were gained for West Australian flour
against all corners is alone worth at least
£250,000 to this colony. Iam glad to
know it, and although no power on earth
would ever induce Die to attempt to start
an exhibition again, I am pleased we
started that one, and made a success of
it. Something is said about the water
scheme, but I have dilated Considerably
upon that before, and I do not think I
will touchl upon it on this occasion. The
member for Yalgoo referred to the fact
that I said I was going to follow the
Premier of Western Australia anywhere.

Mn. WALLACE: Quite right.
MR. MORGANS: I never said so, but

as long as the Premier goes right I intend
to follow him, and up to the present I
have not seen him take a single false step
where I could not follow him. For that
reason I have followed him, and I intend
to do so as long as hie continues in that
path. The member for Yalgoo also
referred to the public batteries, and could
not let alone the Minister of Mines, lint
was obliged to have another shot at him.
I wonder there is anything left of the
Minister of Mines, seeing the way in which
he has been shot at in relation to the
battery in Yalgoo. What are the facts ?
The member for Yalgoo worried the

*department until they gave himt that
*battery. Re worked well, and I congratu-
late the district on having such an enter-
getic member. He worried the life out
of the depaxtineat, and a battery was put
up. aind now they have crushed all the
ore in the district. (General laughter.)

MR. WALLACE: The member for Cool-
gardie knows that he is speaking falsely.
If he looks at the statement laid on the
table by the Minister of Mines, he will
see that a five-head battery will, not crushi
equal to a ten-head battery in some of
the eastern fields; that is, in proportion.

MR. MORGANS: I have listened to
the explanation of the member for Yalgoo
wvith much pleasure, but I say he has
thrown no light into my mind. We must
admit at least that these public batteries
have done a great deal of good, whatever
mistakes may have been made. The
miember for North Coolgardie (Mr.
Gregory), out of nine public batteries,
through his zeal and energy has managed
to secure four. I say the member for
North Coolgardie has a very capacious
maw for batteries. He has obtained four,
and he is representing a district that
should have 40. I am bound to say that
the capacity and prowess of the hon.
member for North Coolgardie 'does him
credit, and that is one of the points which
the bon. member overlooked. He Dian-
aged to secure four of these batteries-
to annex them carefully and very properly
- still hie comes down to the House and
growls at the Government for having
given titem to him. I will not take up
the attention of the House longer. There
are ]many points that have been discussed
and debated which I should, if time had
permitted, htave taken an opportunity of
discussing. But other opportunities will
be available to me, and in these circum-
stances I shall only say that, taken as a
whole, the programme of the Governent
is a most satisfactory one. There is,
however, before I close, one point that
I desire to mention ;I notice it on

Imy notes, but I had overlooked it. I
wish to refer to some statements made by
the lion. imemiber for East Fremantle (Mr.
Holmes). I did not bear his speech, bat
I read it, and I Am bound to say that the
reading of that speech created in lay mind

*strange feelings of surprise and astonish-
inent. In the first place, I notice the
boa, member criticises the work of the
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Engineer-in-Chief with regard to the
Frenmantie harbour works, and the hon.
inember Raid that the engineer had carried
out the works all wvrong; the engineer
ought to have (lone thme work in some
other war. What is thle hion. member
for East Frematle-lie is not in his place.
I am sorry to say-but what is he:-
What is his profession? These great
works at Fremantle harbour wore carried
out at a cost of a million of money to this
country, under the supervision of one of
the ablest engineers, and the lion.
member comes to the House and says
that the work is entirely wrong, that it,
ought to have been carried out in an-
other way. It requires the possession
of a certain amount of swollen head and
conceit for a member to talk in the
House in that way about a great
work like the Fremantle harbour works.
I am astonished that any man should
have the courage to do such a thing
before a body of intelligent gentlemen
such as I hope we are in this House. Of
course the benefit of the ability of that
lion. gentleman has been lost to this side
of the House. Last session he had a
seat on this side near me. He has gone
over to the other side, and I must again
congratulate the member for Albany on
having annexed another late partner of

inme. The hion. member (Mr. Holmes)
has gone over to the unknown quantity.
At all events, there is no doubt that if
the member for East Fremantle is a great
engineer, he is also a great financier, for
T notice that his criticisms of the finan cial
policy of the Government. are mnost
trenchant. They always have been. He
knows more about the adhninistratiou of
the Railway Department, too, than all
the officers of the department put toether.
My friend, the Commissioner of Railways.
knows nothing about railway admninistra-
tion. Mr. John Davies, the General
Manager, knows nothing either. In fact,
there is nobody connected with the Rail-
way Department who knows anything: it
is only the member for East Fremantle
(Mr. Holmes) who understands rila
administration in this colony. What d
the hon. member tell us in that speech
which he wade in East Fremantle when

giin his measons for going over to the
Opposition ? He said the Government I

were going on with the Coolgardie water
scheme. That was one point; but let it

be remembered that the hon. member sat
on this4 side of this House last year and
voted for the scheme; yet such is the.
reason lie gives for chranging sides. Next
he said that the (4overuiuent had refused
to build at school at East Fremantie.
That was no reason for going over; anti
then there was some question of a post
office which the Government would not
build in the same electorate. Here we
hare another member who has a grasping
maw for the requirements of East
Fremnantle. He wants a large amount of
money spent in his electorate. He did
not get his school, and there were various
other things also he did not get. But
there was one thing that struck me
as peculiar, as a reason why the lion.
member left this aide of the House; and.
that was that the Government refused to
build a gaol at East Fremantle, It
appears to mne to be a most extraordlinary
reason. For my part I should prefer to
congratulate residents of East Fremantle
on not requiring that institution. I do
not see why the Government should be
worried to death because they will not
build a gaol in a place where it is
certainly not required. Such were the
reasons that the lion, member gave for
passing over to the other side. Of course
we regret his absence from our ranks.
We congratulate hion. mewmbers of the
Opposition on his presence and usefulness
on their side of the House; and I am
sure that when the leader of the Opposi-
tion on a future occasion has laid a trap
for the Governnaent.-a. skilfully woven
web for them to put their feet in, an
illustration of which we had in his
amendment on the Address-in-Reply, a
skilfully woven web, a, skilfully laid
trap-I can only hope he will have the
advantage and the privilege of the bnrains
and the help of the member for East
Fremantle.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS (Hon. F. H. Piesse) : It is
not my intention to delay the House for
any length of time, hut I certainly con-
sider it necessary to deal with some of
the subjects touched on by hion. members
during the debate on the Add-ress-in-
Reply. On tme whole, I feel very thank-
ful to lion. members jfor the generous
way in which they have dealt with most
of the matters connected not only with
the Public Works Department but a6lso
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with the Railway Department. Any
Mli nister iii the position I occur who
expects to get through the debate on the
Address-in-Reply withoiut some comment
on the working of his departments,
expects that which can harly be re-alised.
Hon. members will agree wyith mue that
when comment of a condemnatory charac-
ter is made on the administration of
departments. it is only reasonalble to
expect that that commient should he fair
and such as the administration deserves.
The departments which I have to
administer, particuilarly the Railway
Department, are closely connected with
the public interests, and frequently bring
the Government into conflict with the
people. The reason is that public works
are not alIways carried out to the satisfac-
tion of those interested, and, without
taking into consideration all the circum-
stances, the public are apt to make
commnent of a character not quite
deserved. I do not intend to defend
the Public Works Department against
all the charges that are made. I dare
say that at times the administration is to
blame, but on the whole, -we mar con-
gratulate ourselves on the repuitation and
official position of the number of useful
men in the Public Works Department
and on the success with which many of
the works have been carried out duriing
the last few years. Surely amiongst the
public works of the last thre or four years,
which have cost, perhaps, £4,000,000 or
£5,000,000 of money, there must be some
which have given satisfaction arid are
entitled to praise. On the whole I think
the Public Works IDepartment gets more
than a fair share of condemnation. It is
well known that the Fremantle Harbour
Works had to) be carried on when labour
and material were very costly, and other
difficulties presented tfleuiselres. Latterly
conditions have been much mere satis-
factory, but, remembering the circumn-
stances under which that and similar
works have been carried out, we ought to
be thankful for the success met with. A
great dea was said hr the, member for
East Fremantle (Mr. Hfolmes) as to the
way in which the jetty has been con-
structed and also in regard to the pump-
mig connected with the dredging work.
But surely the hon. memuber's statements
are those of assumption on statements
made to him, of which statements he caon

give no authentic proof. and whicha can
be denied throughout. There mnay have
been cause for eomnplainit, but I think the
hon. member made reckless statements
in regard to mutch of the work done at
Freuntle. The member for Toodyay
(Mr. Quinlan) has also spoken of the
Public Works Department as over-
manned. We all know there is at great
deal of work to be accomplished, and that
the Government have ufortunately had
to retrench very heavily, bitt 1 think that
now we have reached the bedrock of
retrenchment; and I can say for the
department that, with very few excep-
tions, it is difficult to see how the num-
ber of officers could be further curtailed.
There is no one who would be more satis-
fied than myself if a committee of this
House, or a Commission, were appointed
to inquire into the admainistration of the
Puiblic. Works Department, over which I
preside. I am sure it would be found
that the expenses in the department
in connection with the staff have been
cut down as far as is consistent with
economy and good work. We have
dispensed with one officer receiving
a, salary of £9800, another receiving
£500, and several receiving salaries very
nearly approaching that amount. If we
were to dspense with -all the heads of
departments, the officers who are to con-
duct the business, we would only bring
aI)out one result, and that would he dis-
organisation. Wv~e would very soon find
that without some official heads to conduct
the business of the depa rtmuents there
would be chaos.

MR. GEORGEs: You are not going to
clear out the Engineer-in-Chief of the
department.
p Tan DIRECTOR OF P UBLIC
WORKS: Then too, with regad to a. re-
mark relative to the Under Secretary for
Public Works, that officer certainly did
have leave during the recess, being absent

Ifrom the colony for about four months,
and that leave'was well earned. Under
the regulations governing the granting of
leave, he was justly entitled to it, having
served for many years. He was, I repeat,
entitled to the rest granted to him, and if
anything is to be dlone in the direction
indicated, we should bring forward some
change in regard to the regulations. The
regulations provide that after a certain
term an officer is entitled to relief, and
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the Under Secretary applied for it under
those regulations. Even if persons look
at the concerns of private people, they will
find that those filling responsible and
onerous positions obtain relief fromt timie
to tine for the purpose of getting re-
creation and rest, and in this respect
the Grovernment Departments are nut
Singulr. It -was mentioned that during
the time the Under Secretary was away
the work of the departmnent wvent on
satisfactorily, and I ion glad to say it did,
but we must remember that those who
had to take charge of the work during
his absence had to carry it out at a loss
of much of their tune, nien putting in
extra hours, and it does not follow that
they could Continue to Carry on their own
work and cope withi the additional work.
Anyone who can follow all the working of
a department, such as this, will see that,
if an officer be absent for the short time

have mentioned, it results in his comin
hack with renewed rigour to undertake his
work. Axnyone who would be opposed to
an officer in a large department like this,
after serving so many years, having the
nrecessary rest hie deserves, kno-ws very
little of the way in which suich at depart-
inent should lie worked. A subject
touched upon by the same member has
reference to the railway i'Ftt5, ai. subject
mientioned in the Governor's Speech.
This subject will reqire very mutch more
turne than I am able to give it to-night,
but I intendl latfer on to take the question
into consideration, and I hope that when
we have been able to deal with it, the
result will give a certain amnount of satis-
faction. That 'we shall be able to please
all sections of the Community, no-one can
expect, because no matter what rates we
brnga into existence, there is not the
slightest doubt sonic will be dissatisfied.
Oiir desire is to foster all1 industries as
far as possible. and endeavour to serve
the people in the best way wve can; but
at the sante timle we nuwt not neglect the
interests of the country. In regard to
our railway capital account, if it is to be
understood that interest is to be paid on
the capital cost of the railway at the rate
Chat should he paid, that, I take it,
will lbe the first consideration after
m1aintenanc:e. 'With regard to theamuount
earned over and above mainteniance
expenses, and interest on capital, the
question shoud receive consideration.

Of course we should not forget there are
other mnatters in connection with the
working of the railways to which I might
call attention, the outside maintenance,
and the improvement of lines, and so on.
In a new country such as this there are
so Manny Claims on1 us that whatever
profit is mnade should be jud1biiusly spent
in carrying out works which are so neces-
sary in different parts of the country.
There was one point which was men-
tioned by one hon. member, and I will
juist state it as an instance to show how
erroneous is the inform~ation which is
given. He said it cost 24s. to take a ton
of salt to Newcastle, a distance of 63
miles, the cost of a ton of salt being 27s.
The hon. inember was wrong in both sets
of figures, because it only costs 22s, 8d.
to carry a ton of salt to Newcastle, anrd
the cost of a ton of salt, according to the
ruling rates in the city, is X4 15s. So
that you see both the items mentioned
were mnaccurate. I call attention to this
case because I would like lion. members
to be as accurate in their statements as
the'y can be, and not misrepresent in
dealing with matters of this kind. It
does no good to Place umatters in the
wrong light before the public. There are
other misrepresentations which have been
made, probably not withl tihe desire to
misrepresent, but the information given
has been inaccurate. Au hon. member
said that in one6 instance the consignors
were not able to ascertain what 'wvere the
proper rates iuder which to book certain
goods. We do all we possibly can to
give inifornnation to the public by issuing
books of rates, which are obtainlable at
All offices, but there has been some com-
plaint in this mnatter. The public think
they do not receive that attention fron
the railway officials in regard to in-
formiation which persons desiring to
conlsign gkods shouild receive. To
set at ]n',st all these difficulties, I
have taken the opportluity recently
of instructing the officers to give the
public all the information they can, and
to give people somec idea of the cheapiest
way of booking goods, so that the public
Ca= get the best advantage for the car-
ritge of their goods over the Government

ilines. 'This should set at rest any dis-
satisfaction. which has existed in regard
to this question. I wayq say, on the
whole, it is moy desn-e, and I am sure it is
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the desire of the Government, to see that
the railways are carried on in the heat
possible manner to die satisfaction of the
people. At the same time I would like to
ay that it is not to be expected we shall
ever be able to please the whole of the pub-
lic who use the railways. There is bound
to he some dissatisfac~tion, which is the
same in all businesses of this character;
but we wish to, as far as possible, lessen
the causes of dissatisfaction, and meet the
public in every war we can. I shall have
another opportunity of dealing with this
question of rates, because there is no
doubt they have caused a great deal of
coinent recently, but we must not for-
get this fact, that if we are to make a
success of the railways, pressure niust not
he brought to bear oin the overnment,
or upon me as Commissioner of Railways,
to carry goods at a non-paying rate. If
we are to do that, the profits in future,
instead of paying the interest on the
capital, the maintenance expenses, and
being able to carry a. little forward to
revenue, we shall come to the same state
of things as the railway departments have
in the eastern colonies. Now, that
we wish to avoid. We are to-day
making a, success of our railways as
regards their earnings, and I hope this
satisfactory state of things will continue;
therefore, I wuish to impress upon every
member, and also upon the public, that
compliance with die demands which have
recently beea made from time to time
that the Government should carry goods
on its railways at non-paying rates is
simply out of the question if our rail-
ways are to continue to be successful;
therefore I take it that, before we adopt
a course which will result in a loss to
the railways, time pujblic should do their
best to assist usa in -mnaintainling our
present position by doing our business
upon what may be terined payable lines.
There are one or two ininor subjects upon
which I will touch to-nighL. Mention
was blade of the cheques which are paid
hr the Governmuent to various; creditors.
InL some instances there have been pay -
juents made by cheque for public works
carried out in different parts of the
c01lony, aIUd it is; com1plainled that post
offices and other public institutions will
not take the cheques of the department.
I take it, however, the reason why those de-
partmnents dto not receive suchb cheques

or orders is because a person presenting,
say at a post office, an order for an
amount like £5 or £10, desires to pay
for a telegram or some such small matter
of a shilling or two, and perhaps the
office is unable to give him the change.
That is an instance in which payment
would be refused. I know of other in-
stances where change was probably not
available, and in suLch cases the people
who held these cheques condemned the
Government for not making some arrange-
mnent; but wherever a bank is situated, we
have made such arrangements as will
enable the holder of an order to have it
cashed; so that we are endeavouaring as
far as possible to remove this difficulty in
respect to the negotiation of cheques or
orders which may be paid from tiue to
time. With regard to post offices and
similar Government institutions, the diffi-
culty is that a man muay present an order
for £230 or £40, the amount of which
often exceeds the usual cash balance held
by the post office. This, in some cases,
only amounts to £8 or £10, and even if
it amounted to £20, how could they cash
one of these orders for a larger amount?
As I said before, I do not propose to
touchI upon all the various matters which
have been dealt with by bon. members;*
I shall have many opportunities of doing
so dun-ing the session. I am thankful to
the various speakers for the very mode-
rate way in which they have dealt with
mny departments, and I hope that some
improvements have been made in the
manner of carring out works in different
parts of the countr 'y. Mly endeavour has
been, and so I amn sure has always been
dile endeavour of the officers of both the
departments with which I ami connected
to carry out the departmental work. to
the satisfaction of the public with as
little friction ats possible, and in the miost
satisfactory wt~y that can be devised.
That we are going to succeed without

Igiving sonic dissatisfaction I am afraid
will never be the case, but our only desire
is to do as well as we can - I hope that
this year 1 shall have an opportunity of
algin doing these works which we have
in hand to the satisfaction of the country.
My* principal object is to econonise as far
as possible andi to obtain the greatest
satisfaction for the money expendaed, while
endexrouring to meet the convenience of
the public. Of course, as I said before,
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both the Works Department and the
Railway Department contc into contact
with the public, and, possibly, are blamed
for more small failures than any other
departments in the service. In mnatters
of small detail, complaints are frequently
made, and many infinitesimal complaints,
which might have been brought under
the notice of the Minister and dealt with
immediately, are brought up in Parlia-
ment. But when we look round and see
the numberless works which have been
carried out throughout the length and
breadth of the country, it may be perhaps
admitted that the Public Works Depart-
ment and the Railway Department deserve
a fneed of commendation rather than
words of condemnation.

Mn. WOOD (West Perth) moved that
the debate be adjourned until the next
sitting day.

MRs. LE&RnS Let the debate be finished.
MR. WOOD: That was all very well ;

but six or seven members had occupied
five hors, and it was not right that
the time of the House should be so
monopolised.

MR. MORAN (East Coolgardie): If
the legislative programnme as set forth in
the Governor's Speechhdt b are
out, it would be necessri o o.mm
bers to work, and it was desirable that
the present debate should be brought to a
conclusion. If more progress were not
made, there would be the usual conges-
tion of business at the end of the session.

Motion--that the debate be adjourned
-put and passed.

ADJOuRNxENT.
The House adjourned at 10833 pi..

Until the next Tuesday afternoon.

J.tgi5I attb t A~ssrnihg,
Tuesday, 11th July, 189YL

Papers Preseuted-Qnestion, Grazing Lands, Victoria
flistrictQuetiou: Mineral Leases, Nortisatpton
Thstric-Tn=c Bill, Dividend Duty Bill. Weights
and Measures Bill, Dog Act Amendmrent Bill, Rural
Land. Improvement Bill, Noidous Weed. Bill,
Panbrokers Bill, first readings-Return ordered
(Pederntion): Bonuses to Industries in Eastern
Colonies-Motion (urgency): Municipa Conference.
Railway Passes (out of order)-Adds in-Reply:
Sixth dy of Debate, oouclusion-Adjounuent.

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER took the

Chair at 4830 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the MINISTER OF MINES: Cor-

respondence as to public battery at Norse-
man, moved for by Mr. Gregory; these
papers containing all the information in
the possession of the Department relating
thereto.

By the PREmiER : Report of Lands
Titles Department. 1898.

Ordered to lie on the table.

QUESTION-GRAZING LANDS, VIC-
TORIA DISTRICT.

MR. MITCHELL asked the Commis-
sioner of Crown Lauds,-i, How many
applications were received by the Lands
Department for Grazing Lease 'ffls , Vic-
toria, District. 2, The respective dates
on which such applications were received,
and the names of the applicants. 3,
Whether notice of the ballot was sent to
each of the applicants. If not, why not?
4, Whether in granting the land to the
successful applicant the provisions of
Section 69 of the Land Act were com-
plied with.

Tnm COMMISSIONER OF CROWN
LANiDS (Hon. G. Throssell) replied:-
s, Five. 2, March 6th, 1890, Turner,
R. A. Mi.; March 7th, 1899, Murphy, P.;
March 8th, 1899, Clifford, M.; March
8th, 1899, Glacken, P. W.; March 8th,
1899, Davis, J. 3, NO; it was not
considered necessary. 4, NO.

QUESTION-MINERAL LEASES, NORTH-
AMPTON DISTRICT.

M. MITCHELL asked the Commis-
sioner of Crown Leands,- i, How many
leases, other than for mining purposes,
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